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**CD ROCKABILLY REVOLUTION**
Features one of the earliest styles of rock ‘n’ roll that blends the sound of western musical styles with that of rhythm and blues. Sixty tracks performed by original artists include That’s All Right by Elvis Presley; Everybody’s Lovin’ My Baby by Charlie Feathers; Blue Jean Bop by Gene Vincent; and more. 3 CDs. Big 3. **$9.95**

**CD RE-MACHINED: A Tribute to Deep Purple’s Machine Head**
Some of rock music’s biggest names have contributed a version of their favorite track from the landmark album. Machine Head. Contributors include Carlos Santana, Metallica, The Flaming Lips, Iron Maiden, Chickenfoot, Gleb Hughes, Chad Smith, and more. Nine tracks. **$5.95**

**CD ADAM & THE ANTS: Prince Charming**
Collects ten tracks from the English rock band. Songs include Stand and Deliver; Prince Charming; Scorpions; Five Guns West; That Voodoo; Mile High Club; Ant Rap; Mowrocket; S.E.X.; and Picasso Vista El Planeta De Los Simios. Also includes as a bonus six tracks of original 1981 demos and writing tapes. Sony Music. **$5.95**

**CD SHE’S A DEVIL**
Features Talk About A Party by Les Brown; Catty Town by Pee Wee King; The Large Large House by Mike Pedicin Quintett; When the Saints Go Marching In by Frank Motley Crew; She’s a Devil by Pat Kelly. You Heard Me Knocking by Billy Adams; and Blue Suede Shoes by Roy Hall, all by the original artists. Twenty-five tracks total. Pan-American Recordings. **$5.95**

**CD CARLY SIMON: Original Album Series**
Collects five classic albums from the music legend, including Carly Simon: Anticipation; No Secrets; Hotcakes; Travelling; and many more. Two CDs. Rhino. **$21.95**

**CD TED NUGENT: Shutup & Jam!**
The country rocker takes no prisoners in his 2014 album, unleashing 13 tracks including the title track. Fear Itself. Everything Matters. She’s On One. That Thing Believing; I Love My BBQ; Throttledown; Screaming Eagles; Semper Fi; Trample the Weak. Frontiers Records. **$7.95**

**CD FREDDY CANNON: The Complete Elektra Recordings**
This superb 3 CD set features a selection of live recordings of Madonna, recorded in concert or from live television appearances, across her career to date. These 44 tracks include Open Your Heart; Crying; Madonna; Like a Virgin; Erotica; I'm Going Bananas; Express Yourself; and more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD SOUTH SIDE JOHNNY AND THE ASBURY JUKES: The Final Set**
This three-disc collection confirms. Among the 36 tracks included are guest appearances from many of the world’s biggest rock stars, such as Bruce Springsteen, Jimmy Page, and many more. Eagle Eye Media. Pub. at $14.98. **$17.95**

**CD PONY TAIL GIRL**
Rock out to this selection of 25 tracks from the fifties by the original artists including Eat Your Heart Out Annie by The Jodimars; Pony tail Girl by Don Lanier; Med, Baby, Baby by Thurl Ravenscroft & The Sky Boys; Pink and Black by Sonny Fisher; There Was a Fungus Among Us by Terry Noland; and more. Pan-American Recordings. **$5.95**

**CD AC/DC: Veterans Memorial 1978**
From a live FM broadcast recorded at Veterans Memorial, Columbus, OH, September 1978. This CD features ten of the band’s hits including Live Wire; Problem Child; Sin City; Goin’ Somethin’; Bad Boy Boogie; Rock ‘N’ Roll Damnation; The Jack; Dog Eat Dog; Rocker; and Let There Be Rock. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99. **$9.95**

**CD THE CRICKETS STORY**
This two-CD collection of forty-six hits compiles the Crickets’ complete releases from 1957-1962. Tracks include That’ll be the Day, Maybe Baby; Send Some Lovin’; I Fought the Law; Just This Once; Willie and the Hand Jive; and many more. Not Now Music. **$7.95**

**CD MADONNA: Transmission Impossible**
This superb 3 CD set features a selection of live recordings of Madonna, recorded in concert or from live television appearances, across her career to date. These 44 tracks include Open Your Heart; Crying; Madonna; Like a Virgin; Erotica; I’m Going Bananas; Express Yourself; and more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**DVD JEFF BECK: Rock’n’Roll Party Honoring Les Paul**
Widescreen. Recorded in 2012, this live performance is divided into two electrifying sets. The first features the music from the artist’s landmark live album Drummond Comes Alive!, played front to back. The second set spotlights selections from throughout Frampton’s career, including his most recent albums. Over 3 hours two DVDs. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $19.98. **$18.50**

**DVD FCA!35 TOUR: An Evening with Peter Frampton**
Widescreen. Recorded in 2012, this live performance is divided into two electrifying sets. The first features the music from the artist’s landmark live album Drummond Comes Alive!, played front to back. The second set spotlights selections from throughout Frampton’s career, including his most recent albums. Over 3 hours two DVDs. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $19.98. **$18.50**

**DVD PAUL RODGERS & FRIENDS: Live at Montreux 1994 Fullscreen**
In July 1994, the tour in support of Paul Rodgers’ Muddy Water Blues album rolled into the Montreux Jazz Festival. Featuring Jason Bonham on drums, Journey’s Neal Schon on guitar and John Smithson on bass, the hard-hitting rock outfit was joined by guests like Brian May and Eddie Kirkland. Seventeen tracks include Travelling Man; Feel Like Making Love; All Right Now; and more. Seventy minutes. Eagle Eye Media. Pub. at $14.98. **$17.95**

**DVD PAUL RODGERS & FRIENDS: Live at Montreux 1994 Fullscreen**
In July 1994, the tour in support of Paul Rodgers’ Muddy Water Blues album rolled into the Montreux Jazz Festival. Featuring Jason Bonham on drums, Journey’s Neal Schon on guitar and John Smithson on bass, the hard-hitting rock outfit was joined by guests like Brian May and Eddie Kirkland. Seventeen tracks include Travelling Man; Feel Like Making Love; All Right Now; and more. Seventy minutes. Eagle Eye Media. Pub. at $14.98. **$17.95**

**DVD City Rollers: Give a Little Love**
1986 Return to Melville’s heaviest era with this live FM broadcast recorded at Pantages Playhouse Theatre in Winnipeg, Canada. Seventeen tracks feature their most ferocious, including Master of Puppets; For Whom the Bell Tolls; Welcome Home (Sanitarium). Faster tracks include Live at Black; Seek and Destroy; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**DVD The Best of the Bay City Rollers: Give a Little Love**
Overnight they became a teen sensation and scored numerous hit singles as this collection confirms. Among the 36 tracks included are hit songs such as Give a Little Love; Saturday Night; Rock and Roll Love Letter; The Way I Feel Tonight; Yesterday’s Hero; and many more. Two CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**
Strange Movies; I Got You Babe;...
**Rock - Pop**

**CD MEAT LOAF: Boston Broadcast 1985** The early hard rock legend is like a Bat out of Hell in a live Boston performance, tearing through eight tracks: Bad Attitude; Dead On; Lead Me; Jumpin’ the Gun; Nowhere Fast; Piece of the Action; All Revved up with No Place to Go; Modern Girl; Pub. at $14.99. Item #6749550

$11.95

**CD THE KINGS OF ROCK ’N’ ROLL: My Kind of Music** Forty hits by three of the top Rock ’n’ Roll artists of the period include Only the Lonely; Crying; Candy Man; and Love Hurts by Roy Orbison; Great Balls of Fire; You Win Again; and I’ll Be Me by Jerry Lee Lewis, and Blue Suede Shoes, Honey Don’t, and Your True Love by Carl Perkins; and much more. 2 CDs. Union Square Music. Item #6821014

$9.95

**CD Speedwagon, Quiet Riot, Cheap Trick and more. Sony Music. Item #6620985**

$7.95

**CD HAYNES DAD: Ultimate Guide to Rock MK II** Haynes, the company known for their meticulous engineering manuals, now displays their prowess for rock out, presenting 40 of rock’s best on two CDs. Includes musical performances of Neil Young and obscure footage, rare interviews and seldom seen photographs. 79 minutes. Item #5870706

$9.95

**DVD NEIL YOUNG: Under Review 1976-2006 Fullscreen.** This is a documentary film reviewing the music and career of one of the finest songwriters and most significant artists of the rock age, during the second half of his career. Includes musical performances of Neil Young and obscure footage, rare interviews and seldom seen photographs. 79 minutes. Item #2908247

$14.95

**CD MARGARET WHITING & JIMMY WAXLEY: Till We Meet Again** Together, vocalists Margaret Whiting and Jimmy Walker created a magic that captured the American spirit during the postwar years. These 52 tracks collect their duets, as well as some solo performances, on Again, Fool’s Paradise; Wedding Bells; A Bushel and a Peck; and more. Jasmine Records. Item #6806180

$5.95

**CD ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA: Love Songs, Vol. 3** Romance abounds in 14 tracks, as the breathtaking mastery of the Royal Philharmonic revives several timeless love melodies: Cavatina; Speak Softly Love; Lara’s Theme; Music of the Night; Take a Look at Me Now; Stand By Me; The Look of Love; and more. Acrobat. Item #5923166

$4.95

**CD THE VERY BEST OF JACK SCOTT** An early rocker who mixed the sounds of country, rockabilly and gospel, Jack Scott’s style is captured in these 32 vintage recordings. Two CDs. Item #664287X

$7.95

**CD RUDE VALLEE: The First Crooner** That unforgettable voice entertains with 15 tracks: Sweet Music; Rain; Honey; Violets; Violets Deep Night; A Little Kiss Each Morning; A Little Kiss Each Night; As Time Goes By; Life Is Just a Bowl of Cherries; The Whiffenpoof Song; and more. Acrobat. Item #5870501

$4.95

**CD SONNY and CHER: Collection** Remembered as the duo that gave us the summer sound of 1965, Sonny and Cher give us 40 pop classics in these two-CD set. Includes I Got You Babe; You’ve Really Got a Hold on Me; Let It Be Me; Unchained Melody; The Beat Goes On; Groovy Baby; Love Is a Battlefield; Summertime; Stand By Me; and more. Rhino. Pub. at $19.99. Item #6620760

$14.95

**CD DONI DIONNE: Memories/Saturday Night Sing Along** Featuring a male chorale and his own distinctive style, Dionne’s unforgettable voice is captured in these 50 vintage recordings. Two CDs. Item #6590908

$9.95

**CD THE VERY BEST OF JOHNNIE RAY** A lively performer that many consider to be the forerunner to rock ’n’ roll, Ray’s talent is on full display in 50 original recordings. Two CDs include hits like Just Walking in the Rain; The Little White Cloud that Cried; Such a Night; Yes, Tonight; Photograph on the Piano; I Love You; A Great Romance; Me; My Love; Home on the Range; Love Lovers in the Sand; April Love; A Wonderful Time Up There; My Blue Heaven; and more. 2 CDs. Collection. Item #8753685

$7.95


$5.95

**CD DEVOTED TO YOU** A great love song is timeless, a fact proven by the 50 tracks gathered here, including Dedicated to the One I Love by The Shirelles; Loving You by Elvis Presley; Moon River by Andy Williams; Devoted to You by The Everly Brothers; It’s Too Late by Roy Orbinson; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. Item #2953890

$9.95

**CD MORE GEORGE WRIGHT ON THE MIGHTY WURLITZER PIPE ORGAN, VOL. II** The master organist and composer.performs with another volume of 16 unforgettable tracks. The Mighty Wurlitzer Pipe Organ effortlessly breathes out tunes like Funiculi Funicula; Crazy Rondo; Londonberry Air; Evening Hymn; Rock of Ages; A Mighty Fortress; Aisle With Me; In the Garden; and more. Legacy. Item #2918522

$3.95

**CD GEORGIA GIBBS: Her Nibs, Miss Gibbs! Twenty-seven recordings, plucked from Georgia’s efforts in a range of genres—from rock ’n’ roll to jazz and blues. Includes glittering renditions of The More I See You; I Don’t Care if the Sun Don’t Shine; My Old Flame; The Photograph on the Piano; I Love You; and more. Delta Leisure Group. Item #6640192**

$5.95

**CD STEP BY STEP: The Coed Records Story** Two CDs collect 40 gems from some of the label’s most important years. Includes Answer Me, My Love by The Harptones; What a Surprise by Johnny Maestro, Viva La Vida by The Calendars, 16 Candles by The Crests; Makin’ Plans by Billy Donahue; My True Love by The Duprees; and more. One Day Music. Item #6690335

$5.95

**CD PAT BOONE: I’ll Believe in Music** Eighteen tracks represent Boone’s greatest 1970s recordings. Includes Ain’t That a Shame; I’ll Be Home; Tutti Frutti; I Almost Lost My Mind; Friendly Persuasion; I Don’t Forbid Me; Love Letters in the Sand; April Love; A Wonderful Time Up There; A Girl with a Hat; The Perfect Love Affair; More; Dans la Pluie; and more. 2 CDs. One Day Music. Item #6758385

$9.95


$5.95

**CD DEVOTED TO YOU** A great love song is timeless, a fact proven by the 50 tracks gathered here, including Dedicated to the One I Love by The Shirelles; Loving You by Elvis Presley; Moon River by Andy Williams; Devoted to You by The Everly Brothers; It’s Too Late by Roy Orbinson; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. Item #2953890

$9.95

**CD MORE GEORGE WRIGHT ON THE MIGHTY WURLITZER PIPE ORGAN, VOL. II** The master organist and composer.performs with another volume of 16 unforgettable tracks. The Mighty Wurlitzer Pipe Organ effortlessly breathes out tunes like Funiculi Funicula; Crazy Rondo; Londonberry Air; Evening Hymn; Rock of Ages; A Mighty Fortress; Aisle With Me; In the Garden; and more. Legacy. Item #2918522

$3.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#6693369</td>
<td>CD ESSENTIAL SKIFFLE</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td>Skiffle, the first great DIY music craze, swept through England in the mid-50s. Here its legacy is revived with 50 tracks, including Rock Island Line by Donavon; Down by the Riverside by Ken Colyer; Gypsy Dave by Chris Barber; Roundhouse Stomp Two CDs. Not Now Music.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6750980</td>
<td>CD ANDY RUSSELL: My Best to You</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td>Twenty-five recordings from the talented bilingual British artist. Sometimes Much More. Flare Records.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6953407</td>
<td>CD TURN ME LOOSE</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td>The Chancellors Records Story. Chanellors Records made its mark on music history with these 50 tracks from 1957-1962. In a range of genres, they include Just Ask Your Heart by Frankie Avalon; Goodness, It's Gladys! by Eddie Fontaine; That Someone Should Be Me by Johnny Rivers and more. Two CDs. One Day Music.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6693432</td>
<td>CD ALBERGHETTI: One and Only Love</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td>Two classic Alberghetti albums on one disc. Can't Resist You offers 12 tracks including I'm Glad There Is You; Tenderly; I Only Have Eyes for You; and I'll See You in My Dreams. Then, Love Makes the World Go Round offers 12 more, like While We're Young and Do I Again. With two bonus tracks. Flare Records.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6884477</td>
<td>CD VAUGHN MONROE: Greatest Hits</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td>Monroe sings the greatest hits of famous singers in stereo. Classics like Racing with the Moon; Red Roses for a Blue Lady; My Devotion; Mister Sandman; Moonlight Serenade; I'm Gettin' Sentimental Over You; Let's Dance; Smoke Rings; and much more. Twenty-four tracks plus six bonus tracks. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6854969</td>
<td>CD TWISTIN' THE NIGHT AWAY</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>Collects 50 songs that defined the Twist craze of the 60s. This is music that's been made to be danced to! Includes Twistin' the Night Away by Sam Cooke, Twist and Shout by The Isley Brothers; Let's Twist Again by Chubby Checker; The Twist by Bo Diddley; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6899585X</td>
<td>CD PATTI PAGE, VOL. 3: Eight Classic Albums</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>The classic pop singer's best are brought together in this remastered set, collecting eight complete albums: The West Side Story; In the Land of Hi-Fi; Indiscrination; Sings and Sings in &quot;Elmer Gantry&quot;. Just a Closer Walk with Thee; Patti Page Sings Country and Western Golden Hits; Go on Home and Patti Sings Golden Hits of the Boys. Four CDs. Real Gone Music.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6632966</td>
<td>CD AMERICAN HEARTBEAT 1959</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td>The greatest artists of the 1950s offer a musical snapshot of the decade's closing year. Fifty tracks include A Fool Such As I by Elvis Presley; It Doesn't Matter Anymore by Buddy Holly; Be My Guest by Fats Domino; Smoke Gets in Your Eyes by The Platters and more. Two CDs. One Day Music.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5900514</td>
<td>CD VAUGHN MONROE: Greatest Hits</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>Monroe sings the greatest hits of famous singers in stereo. Classics like Racing with the Moon; Red Roses for a Blue Lady; My Devotion; Mister Sandman; Moonlight Serenade; I'm Gettin' Sentimental Over You; Let's Dance; Smoke Rings; and much more. Twenty-four tracks plus six bonus tracks. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2805170</td>
<td>CD MISS DELLA REESE: Special Delivery</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td>Reese applies her big and beautiful voice to 22 classic tracks, including You Made Me Love You; Have You Ever Been Lonely; Three O'Clock in the Morning; I'm Always Chasin' Rainbows; You're Nobody Till Somebody Loves You; Than You Know; When a Woman Loves a Man; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#9790962</td>
<td>CD HIGH VOLTAGE: The Big Top Records Story</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>Extracting from the productive years of 1958 to 1962, this two-CD set highlights the legacy of a bygone label. Fifty tracks include Salute's many notable recordings such as Runaway by Del Shannon; Rocking Goose by Johnny &amp; the Hurricanes; Midnight by Johnny Cash; Gibson; Let's Make Up by The Doves; and more. One Day Music.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OLDIES - EASY LISTENING

**CD SIXTIES GIRLS**
Collects 60 original recordings on three CDs featuring Think of Me by Nancy Sinatra; The Point of No Return by Diana Dors; I Smiled Yesterday by D'onne; Warwolf by Brigitte Bardot; School Belts Are Ringing by Carole King; and many more. Not Now Music.

Item #6758703 $11.95

**CD JILL COREY: Love Me To Pieces**
Nearly 60 tracks collect the singles by this well-loved singing starlet. Includes titles like St. Cavity; Minneapolis; Do You Know What Lips Are For?; Should I Tell; Where Are You?; I’m Not All In Love. That’s All I Need; Cry Me a River; Wait for Tomorrow; Big Daddy; Dream Boy; and more. Two CDs. Jassmine Records.

Item #6762338 $7.95

**CD ANTHONY NEWLEY: Do You Mind?**
A British star who found success in both the film (most notably as Artful Dodger in David Lean’s Oliver Twist) and music worlds, Newley is featured in 28 original recordings, including Why?; Poor Mr. Strawbridge; What Kind of Fool Am I? Delta Leisure Group.

Item #6639968 $5.95

**CD TIME FOR JUDY CANOVA: The Capitol Recordings 1928-1962**
Twenty-seven tracks illuminate a little-known corner of this versatile southern singer’s career. Her wondrous skills are captured in songs like The Frog Went A-Courting; Hannah My Love; St. Louis Blues; Goodnight Soldier; A Tiny Little Voice; You Stole My Heart; I Ain’t Got Nobody; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

Item #5900719 $6.95

**CD THE FABULOUS MAE WEST AND OTHER WONDERFUL GIRLS**
One of the most distinctive voices in Golden Age Hollywood, Mae West joins other stars from Connie Russell to Georgia Carr to Gloria Wood in a collection of 30 glamorous hits. West performs in I’m the Mood for Love; All of Me; Frankie and Johnny and more, while the other girls give us hits like Don’t Do It; My Kinda Love; and Daddy, Daddy. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

Item #5796512 $9.95

**CD JIMMY ROSELLE: Songs**
A collection of 14 beautiful songs by the iconic Jimmy Roselle. The tracks compiled include California Here I Come; Morning Marguerite; Bye Bye Blues; Daddy’s Little Girl; That Old Gang of Mine; If I Had My Way; and more. M&R Records.

Item #5934052 $2.95

**CD LENNY DEE IN HOLLYWOOD/LENNY DEE DOWN SOUTH**
Includes the entirety of Dee’s two albums along with six bonus tracks. Songs include Around the World; Love Is Here to Stay; Lover, Come Back to Me; Georgia on My Mind; Moon over Miami; Arabamy Bound; Never on Sunday; Mississippi Mud; Everybody Loves a Lover; It’s All in the Game; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

Item #6857655 $9.95

**CD LIGHTS OUT: The Dore Records Story**
A luminous 60 track collection of Dore label recordings from 1958 to 1962. This three CD set includes Lights Out by the Thrill of Brick; Jan & Dean; Boogie Woogie Feeling by Tony Canasano; To Know Him Is to Love Him by The Dreamers; and many more. One Day Music.

Item #6758584 $9.95

**CD TONY ORLANDO: Bless You**
Orlando’s peak as a multi-million selling artist was in the 70s but his early career had its own special breed of super classic. Discover his roots with these 22 songs (and four bonus songs), including Halfway to Paradise; Lonely Tomorrows; At the Edge of Tears; Beautiful Dreamer; and more. Jassmine Records.

Item #6606083 $5.95

**CD VERA LYN – YOURS: The M-G-M Years**
Joined by Geoff Love and His Orchestra, Lynn lends her golden voice to 20 gems; Fools Rush In; Try a Little Tenderness; Unforgettable; Because You’re Mine; St. Louis; and What Kind of Food Am I? Delta.

Item #5812747 $6.95

**CD THE CHAPERAL: Another Show**
The German accapella group harmonizes on 20 tracks, including Hello Everybody; Lucky Guy; Falling Leaves; A Lover’s Question; Sh-Boom; White Cliffs of Dover; Motortune; The Angels Listened In; Home Is Where the Heart Is; jitterbug Mary; Sitting in My Room; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

Item #5934052 $2.95

**CD THE M- G- M YEARS**
Includes the entire of Dee’s two albums along with six bonus tracks. Songs include Around the World; Love Is Here to Stay; Lover, Come Back to Me; Georgia on My Mind; Moon over Miami; Arabamy Bound; Never on Sunday; Mississippi Mud; Everybody Loves a Lover; It’s All in the Game; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

Item #6758584 $9.95

**CD MATT MILLER: The Definitive Collection**
This collection of 38 tracks draws from all the Sing Along albums as well as several non-album singles. Songs include The Thrill of Brick; Meet Mister Callaghan; Without My Lover; The Bonnie Blue Git; It’s Only Paper Moon; That Old Gang of Mine; By the Light of the Silvery Moon; The Guns of Navarone; and many more. 2 CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $21.98

Item #6812791 $16.95

**CD ANNA MARIA, DEANNA, GLORIA, JANE twenty-eight vintage assembly classic songs and rare recordings by four of Hollywood’s foremost siren; Anna Maria Alberghetti; Dianna Durbin, Gloria Jean, and Jane Powell. These solo recordings include Ave Maria; A Little Bit of Heaven; Rolling Down the Road; Love Makes the World Go Round; and more. Flare Records.

Item #6764916 $5.95

**CD SINGING THE BLUES WITH CONNIE BOSWELL**
Twenty-eight blues essentials are given new life by Boswell’s luminous vocals: Begin the Beguine; I Know What It Means to Love; Be Lonesome; Someone Stole My Darlin’; ‘Singing’ the Blues; You Need Some Lover; Someday Sweetheart,

Item #5900662 $4.95

**CD RAY PETERSON: Tell Laura I Love Her**
Known for his incredible vocal range, his dramatic flair, and his unabashed empathy, Peterson was the ultimate voice of teenage longing and heartbreak. Collected here are 31 of his best: Corinna, Corinna; Fever; The Wonder of You; Teenage Heartache; You Thrill Me; My Blue Angel; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

Item #6664345 $16.95

**CD JANIS PAIGE: Let’s Fall in Love**
Paige’s classic album of 12 tracks is joined by bonus tracks featuring performances from The Pajama Game; Silk Stockings; and The Dinh Nhau Chewy Show. Includes: I Hadn’t Anyone Till You; Am I in the Arms of Baby Care? For Me, My Romance; Why Can’t I?; I’m Not At All in Love; and more. Flare Records.

Item #676522X $5.95

**CD DICK CONTINO: Roman Holiday/South American Holiday**
Joining the David Carrol Orchestra, the accordionist sensation displays his incomparable skill in 28 tracks. Includes renditions of Volare; Santa Lucia; I Have But One Heart; O Sole Mio; Neapolitan Nights; The Philadelphia Waltz; and many more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

Item #5889952 $9.95

**CD HEY THERE! Here’s Fran Warren**
Twenty-four tracks are collected from several of Warren’s enchanting albums, featuring favorites like Hey There; Lucky New People in Love; Don’t Blame Me. Includes renditions of Volare; Treasure of Love; As Long as You Believe Me; Remember (With Tony Martin); and more. Flare Records.

Item #6605044 $4.95

**CD GLORIA DE HAVEN SINGS**
Gloria De Haven’s heavenly voice graces 27 classic hits, including Because of You; Blue Moon; He’s Funny That Way; Diamonds Are a Girl’s Best Friend; The Lady Is A Tramp; Time After Time; Won’t You Save Me; Love, Love, Love; and more. Sepia.

Item #676522X $3.95

**CD THE VERY BEST OF MARTY WILDE**
A true pioneer British rock ‘n’ roller, Wilde will forever be remembered for his hits of the 50s. This two CD set collects 40 original recordings, including A Teenager In Love; Endless Sleep; Rubber Ball; Johnny Rocco; Sea of Love; Donna; Bad Boy; and many more. One Day Music.

Item #6758886 $3.95

**CD POINTER SISTERS: Automatic Two**
Collect all the best tracks released across the Pointer Sisters’ four-decade career. Their most popular hits are presented with alternative mixes from their Planet Records/RCA days, including Nothing but a Heartache; Come and Get Your Heart; Mercury Rising; and more. Flare Records.

Item #6700661 $7.95

**CD BOSSOLO HAPPY TIME WITH CONNIE BOSWELL**
Includes the entire of Dee’s two albums along with six bonus tracks. Songs include Around the World; Love Is Here to Stay; Lover, Come Back to Me; Georgia on My Mind; Moon over Miami; Arabamy Bound; Never on Sunday; Mississippi Mud; Everybody Loves a Lover; It’s All in the Game; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

Item #6605044 $4.95

**CD CARL MCPHERSON: Songs from the Shows**
In 1939 Carl McPherson recorded songs from four shows presentingnormous voices: given new life by Boswell’s luminous vocals: Begin the Beguine; I Know What It Means to Love; Be Lonesome; Someone Stole My Darlin’; ‘Singing’ the Blues; You Need Some Lover; Someday Sweetheart,

Item #5900662 $4.95

**CD JANIS PAIGE: Let’s Fall in Love**
Paige’s classic album of 12 tracks is joined by bonus tracks featuring performances from The Pajama Game; Silk Stockings; and The Dinh Nhau Chewy Show. Includes: I Hadn’t Anyone Till You; Am I in the Arms of Baby Care? For Me, My Romance; Why Can’t I?; I’m Not At All in Love; and more. Flare Records.

Item #676522X $5.95

**CD JIMMY ROSELLE: Songs**
A collection of 14 beautiful songs by the iconic Jimmy Roselle. The tracks compiled include California Here I Come; Morning Marguerite; Bye Bye Blues; Daddy’s Little Girl; That Old Gang of Mine; If I Had My Way; and more. M&R Records.

Item #6884345 $18.95

**CD LENNY DEE IN HOLLYWOOD/LENNY DEE DOWN SOUTH**
Includes the entirety of Dee’s two albums along with six bonus tracks. Songs include Around the World; Love Is Here to Stay; Lover, Come Back to Me; Georgia on My Mind; Moon over Miami; Arabamy Bound; Never on Sunday; Mississippi Mud; Everybody Loves a Lover; It’s All in the Game; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

Item #6857655 $9.95
**Oldies - Easy Listening**

**CD JANE MORGAN: At the Coconut Grove/Serenades**
Two sensational albums on one disc. Morgan’s love of the French language is showcased in Serenades, featuring a dazzling Paris Medley among its five tracks. Then, it’s Serenades and the Victor, intermingling standards like “Glory of Love” with new ballads like “Does Goodnight Mean Goodbye.” Flare Records.

Item #6605117

$5.95

**CD EDDIE FISHER: Greatest Hits**
Two CDs with 45 top recordings from the early-‘50s through late ‘70s, including “What Kind of Fool Am I?” and “Sandy.” Flare Records.

Item #5878271

$7.95

**CD THE DEMARCO SISTERS: It’s Been a Long, Long Time**
The hit vocal quartet brings their smooth, velvety harmonies and style to five tracks on one disc. Morgan’s love of the French language is showcased in Serenades, featuring a dazzling Paris Medley among its five tracks. Then, it’s Serenades and the Victor, intermingling standards like “Glory of Love” with new ballads like “Does Goodnight Mean Goodbye.” Flare Records.

Item #6605117

$5.95

**CD KING COLE: Melody of Love by**
Bamboo Tree; Watermelon Weather; and more. Jasmine Records.

Item #676505X

$3.95

**CD JO STAFFORD: It Had to Be You**
Includes 26 never before released selections performed by Jo Stafford during her 1958-1951 time on the CBS Radio network’s “Carnation Contented Hour,” including “When My Sugar Walks Down the Street; Ain’t Misbehavin’; Little Girl Blue; and more. Real Gone Music.

Item #6717659

$9.95

**CD DIAHANN CARROLL: Easy to Love**
She may be best remembered as the actress on White Collar and Dynasty, but Carroll was also a talented vocalist. Brought together on these two CDs are four collections from 1968-1961, Best Beat Forward (12 tracks); The Persian Room Presents (10 tracks); Diabann and the Andre Previn Trio (12 tracks); and Fun Life (12 tracks). Jasmine Records.

Item #6604750

$7.95

**CD AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS, VOLUME 6 & 1955**

Item #5858885

$4.95

**CD WINK MARTINDALE: Big Bad John & Deck of Cards**
Brought together on these two CDs are two separate Martindale collections. The title tracks join “Melody of Love; Peace in the Valley; The Shifting Whispering Sands; I’m Movin’ On; Make Him Happy; I Never See to the Phone; The World’s Greatest Hits; and more. Acrobat.

Item #588991X

$4.95

**CD BRITAIN’S GREATEST HITS 1956**
Assembles 40 original and rare tracks that topped the UK charts during 1956, including 13 number one tracks. The memories will flood back with sixteen tons of Tennessee Ernie Ford, The Ballad of Davy Crockett, and more. Acrobat.

Item #5933099

$3.95

**CD ANNE SHELTON: Forces Favourite**
Shelton performs in 18 irresistible tracks from “Nightlager” Sang in Berkeley Square; Foods Rush In (Where Angels Fear to Tread); Coming in on a Wing and a Prayer; Swingin’ on a Star; Kiss the Boys Goodbye; The Last Time I Saw Paris; Blues in the Night; and more. Acrobat.

Item #5878335

$4.95

**CD MARGARET WHITING: Dream - The Lost Recordings**
Discover a little-known corner of Whiting’s illustrious career with these 37 tracks: “Honey, Taking a Chance on Love; The Man I Love; Maybe, Don’t Blame Me, I’ll Be Around; Georgia On My Mind; Serenade in Blue; I Got It Bad and That Ain’t Good; Ain’t Got Nobody; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat.

Item #5890871

$7.95

**CD GREAT DRUMS AT SUN**
At last, great drummers get the recognition they deserve with 26 classic and rare Sun recordings. Discover the work of masters like J.M. Van Eaton (“Lovin’ Up a Storm by Jerry Lewis”), Johnny Bemko (“I Forgot to Remember to Forget,” by Elvis Presley), W.S. Holland, and others. Bear Family Productions.

Item #6886249

$2.95

**CD TERRY SNYDER AND THE ALL STARS: Unique Percussion - Gentle Pursuasion**
Dubbed “The King of Recorded Sound,” Snyder delivers rhythm drumming brilliance with two hit records from the early ‘60s: “Come on, Let’s Fall In Love.” The last 12 tracks make up Unique Percussion, with numbers like “Puttin’ on the Ritz” and “Once In a While.” The last 12 tracks make up Unique Percussion, with numbers like “Puttin’ on the Ritz” and “Once In a While.” The last 12 tracks make up Unique Percussion, with numbers like “Puttin’ on the Ritz” and “Once In a While.” The last 12 tracks make up Unique Percussion, with numbers like “Puttin’ on the Ritz” and “Once In a While.” The last 12 tracks make up Unique Percussion, with numbers like “Puttin’ on the Ritz” and “Once In a While.” The last 12 tracks make up Unique Percussion, with numbers like “Puttin’ on the Ritz” and “Once In a While.” The last 12 tracks make up Unique Percussion, with numbers like “Puttin’ on the Ritz” and “Once In a While.” The last 12 tracks make up Unique Percussion, with numbers like “Puttin’ on the Ritz” and “Once In a While.” The last 12 tracks make up Unique Percussion, with numbers like “Puttin’ on the Ritz” and “Once In a While.” The last 12 tracks make up Unique Percussion, with numbers like “Puttin’ on the Ritz” and “Once In a While.” The last 12 tracks make up Unique Percussion, with numbers like “Puttin’ on the Ritz” and “Once In a While.” The last 12 tracks make up Unique Percussion, with numbers like “Puttin’ on the Ritz” and “Once In a While.” The last 12 tracks make up Unique Percussion, with numbers like “Puttin’ on the Ritz” and “Once In a While.”

Item #654680X

$7.95

**CD BILLY DANIELS AT THE STARDUST/YOU GO TO MY HEAD**
Twenty-six tracks capture two sides of Daniels: the consummate night club entertainer, and the stylish vocalist. Includes Who’s Sorry Now?; It Gotta Be Bad, The Beat Generation; I’ve a Tendency to Fall in Love; It’s Delovely; You’re My Bon. 

Item #6620825

$4.95

**CD BERRY GORBY: Motor City Roots**

Item #660484X

$5.95

**CD MAGIC SAM AKA RON THOMPSON:**
“Just Pickin’”
The fantastic blues slide guitarist Ron Thompson is featured on 18 fret-burning instrumentals: Bullet Blues; Gangster Blues; Rockin’ Blues (from Funky G Street); Shakin’ and Shoutin’; Texas Special; E. Street Boogie; ... and more. Real Gone Music.

Item #5890871

$7.95

**CD PETULA CLARK & JOE MR. PIANO’ HENDERSON: Partners in Music**
In the first 20 tracks, Petula Clark delights with golden favorites like Walking Backwards; It Had to Be You; Autumn Leaves; Somebody; and Mighty Like a Rose. Then, Joe: “Mr. Piano” Henderson wraps things up with eight ivory-tickling treasures like Sour Tinkle; Bye Bye Blues; Smile; and First Theme.

Item #650062X

$4.95

**CD CLIFF RICHARD & THE SHADOWS**
Collects 50 classic tracks from the early years of this trendsetting British group: The Young Ones; Got a Funny Feeling; Nothing’s Impossible; Oldie Gossip; First Lesson in Love; Temptation; it’s You; Theme for a Dream; Mad About You; Tea for Two; A Voice in the Wilderness; and more. Two CDs. Delta Leisure Group.

Item #6640109

$3.95

**CD HEAD STARDUST/YOU GO TO MY HEAD**
Sixty-eight tracks capture two sides of Daniels: the consummate night club entertainer, and the stylish vocalist. Includes Who’s Sorry Now?; It Gotta Be Bad, The Beat Generation; I’ve a Tendency to Fall in Love; It’s Delovely; You’re My Bon. 

Item #6620825

$4.95

**CD BILLY DANIELS AT THE STARDUST/YOU GO TO MY HEAD**
Twenty-six tracks capture two sides of Daniels: the consummate night club entertainer, and the stylish vocalist. Includes Who’s Sorry Now?; It Gotta Be Bad, The Beat Generation; I’ve a Tendency to Fall in Love; It’s Delovely; You’re My Bon. 

Item #6620825

$4.95

**CD BERRY GORBY: Motor City Roots**

Item #660484X

$5.95

**CD MAGIC SAM AKA RON THOMPSON:**
“Just Pickin’”
The fantastic blues slide guitarist Ron Thompson is featured on 18 fret-burning instrumentals: Bullet Blues; Gangster Blues; Rockin’ Blues (from Funky G Street); Shakin’ and Shoutin’; Texas Special; E. Street Boogie; ... and more. Real Gone Music.

Item #5890871

$7.95

**CD PETULA CLARK & JOE MR. PIANO’ HENDERSON: Partners in Music**
In the first 20 tracks, Petula Clark delights with golden favorites like Walking Backwards; It Had to Be You; Autumn Leaves; Somebody; and Mighty Like a Rose. Then, Joe: “Mr. Piano” Henderson wraps things up with eight ivory-tickling treasures like Sour Tinkle; Bye Bye Blues; Smile; and First Theme.

Item #650062X

$4.95

**CD CLIFF RICHARD & THE SHADOWS**
Collects 50 classic tracks from the early years of this trendsetting British group: The Young Ones; Got a Funny Feeling; Nothing’s Impossible; Oldie Gossip; First Lesson in Love; Temptation; it’s You; Theme for a Dream; Mad About You; Tea for Two; A Voice in the Wilderness; and more. Two CDs. Delta Leisure Group.

Item #6640109

$3.95
CD BOBBY TROUP: Do-Re-Mi/Here's to My Lady Two full collections on one disc. The 12 tracks of Do-Re-Mi offer relaxed classics like “Just the Way I Am; You’re in Love” and “Can’t Help Myself.” Bobby gets romantic on “Here’s to My Lady,” offering 12 heartfelt numbers like “I’ve Grown Accustomed to Her.” Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. Item #5620841

$4.95


$9.95

CD THE ROOTS OF MOD: The essence of a generation in 54 tracks, including “Made in the Water” by the Sunset Four Jubilee Singers; “I’m a Man” by the Coasters; “Guitar Boogie” by Chuck Berry; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.95. Item #589722X

$4.95

CD THE MCI RECORDS STORY 1954-61: Martians, Demons and Fools Like Me Thirty-nine early rock ‘n’ roll tracks represent the best music recorded for MCI (Music Couselors, Inc.) during this prolific period. Includes numbers by Denny Reed, Mike Murray, Frank Farian, Terry Tyler, Connie Conway and more, plus an assortment of bonus recordings by the MCI Players and Singers. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $24.99. Item #5950805

$6.95

CD PEGGY LEE: The Wonderful Recorded between 1941 and 1945, these 17 tracks comprise some of Peggy Lee’s earliest recordings with the bands of Benny Goodman and Dave Barbour. Includes Why Don’t You Do Right?; That Old Feeling? Let’s Do It (Let’s Fall in Love); Blues in the Night; We’ll Meet Again; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95. Item #593494X

$5.95

CD EDIE ADAMS: There’s So Much More The stunning starlet puts her mark on ten unforgettable songs. There May Be a Love; He Don’t Wanna Be Kissed (Lo Mammameta E Lui); Why?; and a Swiss Holiday. He Was Too Good to Me; If You Don’t Love Me; Sailor Man; I Must Love You; The Long Hot Summer; Cheek to Cheek; The Long Hot Summer; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $11.95. Item #5668877

$4.95

CD DICK HAYMES: The Name’s Haymes! Arranged and compiled from Studio X and there’s so much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95. Item #5900301

$9.95

CD THE LITTLE RICHARD BAND: California I’m Comin’ Jazz, funk, blues and rock are fused into one 12-track collection, featuring Little Richard in his 1970’s Day; Buttered Popcorn by the Supremes; What’s It All About by Ray Charles; and more. Hitman. Pub. at $14.99. Item #5968094

$9.95

CD AMERICAN DREAM: A Slice of 50s America Forty fabulous slices of 50s America. Tracks include Johnny & Goode by Chuck Berry; Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley and His Comets; You’re Sixteen by Johnny Burnette; Bony Moronie by The Coasters; and much more. 2 CDs. Union Square Music. Item #6821154

$3.95

CD BONNIE GUITAR: By the Fireside The Firebird was previously unreleased recordings by the vintage favorite, including I Couldn’t Believe It Was True; I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry; If Raindrops Were Kisses; Honeycomb; Down by the Riverside; Singing the Blues; Your Cheatin’ Heart; Go Back You Fool; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99. Item #586741X

$6.95

CD Cliff Richard: Rock ‘n’ Roll! Rock out to 38 original Cliff Richard favorites, harkening back to the dawn of rock ‘n roll music. Studio highlights like Move It!; Blue Suede Shoes; and Mean Woman Blues are joined by rollicking live takes of I’ll Be the One; Rockin’ Robin; Too Much and more. Delta Leisure Group. Item #6640125

$17.95

CD RHONDA FLEMING: Sings Just For You Fleming performs an intimate selection of 13 tracks including Around the World in 80 Days; They Can’t Take That Away From Me; and a Gershwin Medley. Then, nine additional tracks join her with Bobby Darin, Connie Haines and Beryl Davis. Give Me That Old Time Religion; Cold Rain; 42nd Street; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. Item #5900654

$9.95

CD JOHN LEE HOOKER: Rock with Me ten rare recordings from the early rock icon, including the full recording (over 18 minutes) of the brooding I Hated the Day I Was Born. Also includes Baby; Crawling King Snake; Dazie Mae; Goin’ to California; Hard Times; Hebo Blues; I Feel Good; Rock with Me; and more. EMI Plus. Item #5908604

$9.95

CD LOVE: Popular Lovesongs Duets. Romance triumphs in 14 swelling duets. Unchained Melody by The Righteous Brothers; You’re Having My Baby by Paul Anka & Odia Coates; All I Have To Do Is Dream by The Everly Brothers; My Endless Love by (Live) Tom Jones & Dionne Warwick; and more. Acrobot. Pub. at $12.95. Item #5966097

$4.95

CD MUSIC BY MOONLIGHT Sixty instrumental easy listening favorites on three CDs: Stranger on the Shore by Acker Bilk; Moon River by Henry Mancini & His Orchestra; Only You by Frank Pourcel; Moonlight Serenade by Glenn Miller; Love Me Tender by Ray Conniff & His Orchestra; and many more. Three CDs. One Day Music. Item #6842608

$7.95

CD BOBBY DARIN: Original Album Series Five complete classic albums from the legendary Bobby Darin, including Darin at the Copa; For Teenagers Only; Two of a Kind; Love Swings; and Twist with Bobby Darin, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. Item #5837417

$21.95

CD RHONDA FLEMING: The Broadway Icon shows us why she was billed as "The Incomparable Hildegard" in an assembly of 26 classics: When I’m With You; Touch of Your Lips; Goodnight My Love; The Blue Room; You Made Me Love You; Leave Us Face It; Gypsy; Ask Your Heart; Wunderbar; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. Item #5900359

$9.95

CD BOBBY DARIN: Original Album Series Five complete classic albums from the legendary Bobby Darin, including Darin at the Copa; For Teenagers Only; Two of a Kind; Love Swings; and Twist with Bobby Darin, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. Item #5837417

$21.95

CD BRITAIN’S GREATEST HITS 1957 Collects 40 original artist recordings that were Top Ten hits during 1957, including eight number ones. Take a trip to another time with Garden of Eden by Frankie Vaughan; Don’t Knock the Rock by Bill Haley and His Comets, Peggy Sue by Buddy Holly, Tammy by Tammy Wynette; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99. Item #5924707

$7.95

CD ORIGINAL ANGELS One of 2016’s most interesting albums is Fallen Angels by Bob Dylan, on which he interprets classic songs in his own distinct style. Collected here are the original versions of those landmark songs, as performed by Frank Sinatra, Billie Holiday, and many more. Not Now Music. Item #5863346

$7.95

CD CLAUDIA HIRSCHFELD: The Stage Collection This CD set includes 35 tracks from the world renowned professional organist and keyboard player. Tracks include Toccata; Contrastos; Mission Impossible; Waltz No. 2; Ode to Joy; Highland Cathedral (Brahms’ Lullaby); and many more. Not Now Music. Item #6848583

$2.95

CD BLUES IN THE NIGHT: Original Soundtrack The original score for the classic 1941 film was composed by the legendary Oscar Hammerstein II. Arranged and compiled by American Deejay. The Original Soundtrack of the Classic Film! Item #563720X

$5.95

CD JAZZ IN VENICE: Live in Europe The album captures the intimate atmosphere of the famous Italian cafe with Mel Torme, the Modern Jazz Quartet, and others. The Original Soundtrack of the Classic Film! Item #563720X

$5.95
CD JOHNNY WORTH: His Complete Embassy Singles, 1958-60. Comprises every track on his influential singer songwriter recorded for Embassy from 1958 to 1960, including his world-wide hit songs. Eighty-four tracks. CD.

Item #5625341 $22.95

CD ELLA MAE MORSE: The Morse Code A star on 1950s R&B and pop charts, Morse offers 50 songs, including her first hit, Shoo Shoo Baby, Also includes The Blacksmith Blues; Pig Foot Pete; Money Honey; Cow-Cow Boogie; It’s Rainin’ Tears from My Eyes; Gypsy Queen; The Guy Who Invented Kissin’; Captain Kidd; and more. Jasmine Records.

Item #6604838 $7.95

CD DICK TODD: You Can’t Brush Me Off Todd chronos his way through 25 essentials: There’s a Far Away Look in Your Eye; You’re the Only Star in My Blue Heaven; Little Bit, Excited; Get Out of My Mind; At A Little Hot Dog Stand; I’m Building a Sailboat of Dreams; I Get Along Without You Very Well, Blue Orchids; and more. Delta Leisure Group.

Item #6601015X $3.95

CD LONDON AMERICAN DOO WOP, 1953-1961 Collects 40 classics recorded by London American, the label that brought doo wop across the Atlantic. Includes Sixteen Candles by The Crests; Love Potion No. 9 by The Clovers; Mister Lonely by The Vildels; Blue Velvet by The Mon Village; and more. Sepia.

Item #5956585 $9.95

CD JOE MEK: The Lost Recordings Celebrate the groundbreaking work of the influential British producer and songwriter in more than two hours of timelessness. Includes his work with such performers as Beatles, Mickie Dee, Mike Oldfield, The Blueshine, The angel Elton, Les Paul, Mary Ford, Mike Preston, and many others. Fifty tracks on 2 CDs. Chrome Dreams.

Item #5917336 $11.95

CD THE GOLDEN YEARS OF GRACIE FIELDS The last studio album recorded by the legendary performer. Lady of the hour, a heartfelt tribute to the Mambo and Cha Cha to the Swing generation. Includes classics recorded by Gracie Fields, The Cooks, The Baby Dolls, The Golden Rule, Sunday, Comin’ Home; I Don’t wanna Know; too Young to Know; Sing Boy Sing; Me; Make This Love; and more.

Item #5908205 $16.95


Item #5934613 $24.95

CD SINCERELY YOURS, JO STAFFORD Three tracks feature memorable collaborations with Tex Williams, Gordon McRae, Frankie Laine and others. Tracks include Blue Moon; Sweet and Low; Dancing on the Ceiling; I Cover the Waterfront and more. Disc also includes Hollywood as Nice Work If You Can Get It. Houseparty, including tracks by Johnny Cash, Johnny Mathis, Fats Domino, The Kingston Trio and more. 10 CDs Acrobab. Pub. at $24.95

Item #590059X $24.95
oldies - easy listening

$9.95
CD PERRY COMO: Juke Box Baby
Thirty jukebox gems from a household name of the '40s and '50s. In addition to the title track, Como croons Kwpie Doll, Moon Talk, Just Born To Be Wild, Baby, Tina Marie, Bella Bella Sue, Glendora, Love Makes the World Go Round, Catch a Falling Star, Your Eyes; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99.

$5.95
CD BRITAIN'S GREATEST HITS 1955
Take a trip back to 1955 with 40 of the year's Top Ten hits. Includes Softly Softly by Ruby Murray, Stranger in Paradise by Tony Bongiovi, Hey There by Rosemary Clooney, Yellow Rose of Texas by Mitch Miller, Love Me or Leave Me by Sammy Davis, Jr.; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $9.95.

$6.95
CD JOHNNIE RAY: The Singles Collection As & Bs 1951-61
This comprehensive 109-track anthology collects a decade of Ray's single releases in the U.S. and U.K., including more than 40 chart hits. Four CDs include favorites like Such a Night; Just Walkin' in the Rain; Yes, You, You and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99.

$5.95
CD BETTY MADIGAN: Am I Blue?

$4.95
CD CARL BUTLER & THE WEBSTER BROTHERS: I Wouldn't Change You If I Could
This 30-track assembly highlights a forgotten country music, which has undeservedly languished in obscurity for too long. Tracks include That's All Right; I'll Go Steppin' Too; I Get Along Without You Very Well; The Last Time I Saw Paris; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99.

$4.55
CD STARS OF A SUMMER NIGHT: All Star Festival!
Waltz of the Flowers; Igor Stravinsky’s The Firebird Ballet; and more. Two CDs. Sepia. Pub. at $20.99.

$5.95
CD FRANKIE VAUGHAN: The Way We Were
Sixteen tracks from the British pop performer. Young at Heart, When I Fall In Love; Some Enchanted Evening; Kisses Sweeter than Wine; Smoke Gets In Your Eyes; The Way We Were; The Sunshine of Your Smile; Give Me the Moonlight; I Just Called to Say I Love You; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $4.95.

$11.95
CD FOREVER LOVE
Jazz legends perform 25 romantic favorites including That's Amore (That’s Love) by Dean Martin; When I Fall in Love by Nat King Cole; Bewitched by Doris Day; Them There Eyes by Billie Holiday; Because of You by Tony Bennett; Someone to Watch Over Me by Ella Fitzgerald; and more. Demon Music Group.

oldies - easy listening

$5.95
CD 1957 BRITISH HIT PARADE, VOLUME 6, PART 2
Nearly 100 tracks comprise every record that entered the UK chart from January 5th, 1957 to June 29th, 1957, including Valley of Tears by Fats Domino; Bye Bye Love by Everly Brothers; Diana by Paul Anka; My Personal Rosemary Clooney; Peggy Sue by Buddy Holly; and much more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95.

$17.95
CD 1957 BRITISH HIT PARADE, VOLUME 6, PART 1
Possession by Nat King Cole; Pearly Sue by Buddy Holly; and much more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99.

new age - nature - relaxation

$9.95
CD PAN PIPES–NANCY & PHIL TABOIS PLAY THE HITS
Timeless melodies find new life in the voice of this beloved instrument. Fifteen tracks include renditions of Bridge Over Troubled Water; How Deep Is Your Love?; The Long and Winding Road; Don’t Cry for Me Argentina; Woman; Feeling; Careless Whisper; You Light Up My Life; Island in the Sun; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $4.95.

$2.95
CD CAYMAN ISLAND ESCAPE
Enjoy a refreshing retreat to Cayman Island with 12 island favorites; Spanish Harlem; Kingston Town; Red Red Wine; Yellow Bird; Silky Smooth Sand; On the Island; Don’t Drink Da Rum; Paradise Cove; Magic Waters; Sweet Coconut Milk; and Conch Chowder; and Banana Cafe. Lifescapes.

$4.95
CD TRADITIONAL IRISH PUB SONGS: 24 Classic Songs!
Twenty-four tracks include: Dirty Old Town; I’ll Tell Me Ma; Maid Behind the Bar; Inniskillen Dragon; Mountain Top; Paddle Me Own Canoe; Quare Bungle Rye; Spanish Lady; Rock A Bye Baby; Oh So Appley; Ma Dagican; Madeleine Walker. With original recordings by George O’Connell, the four meditations on this CD offer great wisdom from huge whales and sacred white lions. The intriguing messages were channeled from animals wishing to empower human beings. Over one hour. Findhorn. Pub. at $14.95.

$3.95
CD TRADITIONAL IRISH PUB SONGS: 24 Classic Songs!
Twenty-four tracks include: Dirty Old Town; I’ll Tell Me Ma; Maid Behind the Bar; Inniskillen Dragon; Mountain Top; Paddle Me Own Canoe; Quare Bungle Rye; Spanish Lady; Rock A Bye Baby; Oh So Appley; Ma Dagican; Madeleine Walker. With original recordings by George O’Connell, the four meditations on this CD offer great wisdom from huge whales and sacred white lions. The intriguing messages were channeled from animals wishing to empower human beings. Over one hour. Findhorn. Pub. at $14.95.

$4.95
CD WORLD’S MOST INSPIRING MELODIES
The enduring elegance of nature is celebrated in this powerful three-CD collection. The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra performs 23 tracks including Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9—Allegro con Bucce; Tchaikovsky’s Waltz from “Swan Lake”; Chopin’s Piano Impromptu; and much more. Acrobat.

$4.95
CD WHALE WHISPERS, LION ROARS:
Channelled Meditations from Whales and the Sacred White Lions
Madeleine Walker. With original recordings by George O’Connell, the four meditations on this CD offer great wisdom from huge whales and sacred white lions. The intriguing messages were channeled from animals wishing to empower human beings. Over one hour. Findhorn. Pub. at $14.95.
**World - Folk**

**CD PORGY & BESS: Rendered by Daniel Kobialka**
Kobialka offers original renditions of 15 Porgy & Bess folk opera classics, casting new light on timeless melodies in fresh and inventive ways. Includes his take on Jabo Brown Blues; Summertime; A Woman Is a Sometime Thing; I Got Plenty O’ Nuttin; and more. L.Sam Enterprises. Pub. at $13.99

---

**CD THE CARTER FAMILY: Roots of Country**
The Carter family without doubt are among the most influential figures in American roots music. This collection of 25 tracks illustrates how their timeless music continues to resound. Songs include Wildwood Flower; Worried Man Blues; The Wandering Boy; Wabaunee Cannonball; Keep on the Sunny Side; and many more. Two CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99

---

**CD UKRAINIAN & LEMKO STRING BANDS IN AMERICA**
Ukrainian music was able to flourish in immigrant America, giving it a unique identity and role in Western culture. The Ukrainian bands recorded here are nearly 100 vintage tracks on American soil, carrying on the Ukrainian musical tradition.

Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

---

**CD THE INTERNATIONAL CONNIE FRANCIS**
Francis sings in German, Swedish, Italian, and many more. Includes international takes on songs like Mr. Twister (Monsieur Twister) and Don’t Break The Heart That Loves You (Tu Mi Nicht Wo).

Nagila and Gondola D’Amore. Pub. at $13.99

---

**CD DANCETIME WITH CUGAT AND MORE!**
Enjoy a selection of 29 tracks from the master exponent of Latin-American rhythms who surrounded his top drawer band with equally talented acts. Music includes Magdalena; Say “5-4”; Volo Colomba; Chihuahua Boy; La Bamba; Rose of the Rancho; Rocking the Mambo; Wanted; Rock Molino; and more. Pub. at $13.99

---

**CD PEREZ PRADO IN JAPAN/TWIST GOES LATIN**
The Cuban bandleader goes international with these two complete collections. The first 12 (and two bonus tracks) head east to London with tracks like Mambo Japone and Lullaby of Birdland. Then he offers a new take on the Twist craze with renditions of Sway, La Raspa; Cachita; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

---

**CD BESAME! Toni Arden in Latin America**
The beloved Italian-American starlet brings her breathtaking vocals to 24 tracks, including Besame Mucho; Noche De Ronda (Be Mine Tonight); Kiss of Fire; Will You Stop Sand in My Shoes; You Stepped Out of a Dream; Autumn in New That’s All; Be My Love; and more.

Toni Arden. Pub. at $11.99

---

**CD DICKSON HALL: Outlaws of the Old West**
Reissues Hall’s classic, folk song tributes to the most notorious figures of the frontier age: Joaquin Murietta; Jesse James; Black Bart; Belle Starr; The Dalton Brothers; Billy the Kid; Johnny Ringo; Doc Holliday; John Wesley Harding; Sam Bass; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $9.98

---

**CD BRENDA: Wiedersehen ist Wunderschon**
The beloved country star sings in French, Italian and German with these 16 international tracks. The title track joins Kansas City; Ohne Dich; Ich will immer auf Dich warten; Am Strand von Hawaii; In Meinem Traumen; Sono Scolica; Pourquoi Jamais Moi; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

---

**Country & Western - Bluegrass**

**CD COUNTRY HIT PARADE 1949**
Relive a fantastic year of the country scene with 25 hit recordings from the original artists. Includes hits like Candy Kisses by George Morgan; One Kiss Too Many by Eddy Arnold; Marriage Vow by Hank Snow; Love Sick Blues by Hank Williams; Tennessee Polka by Red Foley; and more. Dynamic.

---

**CD COUNTRY HIT PARADE 1951**
The greatest days of country live on with this all-star collection, bringing together 25 hit recordings as performed by the original artists. Includes I Want to Play House with You by Eddie Arnold; Tennessee Waltz by Patti Page; Mockin’ Bird Hill by Les Paul and Mary Ford; and more. Dynamic.

---

**CD SAMMI SMITH: Fire & Rain**
Twenty-five tracks by the classic country songstress. Her crossover hit Help Me Make It Through the Night is followed by other gems like I’m Lonesome Without You; There He Goes; I Miss You Most When You’re Here; Girls in New Orleans; Lonely Street; Fire & Rain; and more. Javelin. Pub. at $17.99

---

**CD THE QUEENS OF COUNTRY**
My Kind of Music Forty classic hits from three of the queens of Country include Release Me; Making Believe; and The Love You Gave by Dolly Parton; I Fall to Pieces; Just Out of Reach; and Just a Closer Walk with Thee by Patsy Cline; Stand by Your Man; Heaven’s Just a Sin Away; and Devil Went Down to Georgia by Lynn Anderson; and more. 2 CDs. Union Square Music.

---

**CD THE STANLEY BROTHERS: Sweetest Love**
Twenty-five tracks collect recordings these bluegrass brothers made in the early 1950s, including Sweetest Love; The Wandering Boy; Our Last Goodbye; I’m Lonesome Without You; This Weary Heart You Stole Away; Poison Lies; Memories of Mother; Help Me Make it Through the Night; and more. IMC Music Ltd.

---

**CD COUNTRY HIT PARADE 1948**
25 hit recordings from the original artists. Includes hits like Way Down yonder in Louisiana by Hank Williams; Tennessee Waltz by Patti Page; Mockin’ Bird Hill by Les Paul and Mary Ford; and more. Dynamic.

---

**CD COUNTRY HIT PARADE 1949**
Includes hits like Candy Kisses by George Morgan; One Kiss Too Many by Eddy Arnold; Marriage Vow by Hank Snow; Love Sick Blues by Hank Williams; Tennessee Polka by Red Foley; and more. Dynamic.

---
**Country & Western - Bluegrass**

**CD Faron Young:** Alone with You. Fifteen classics by one of the original outlaw country stars: Hello Walls; Four in the Morning; A Heartache For Keepsake; Live Fast, Love Hard; Die Young; Fall in a Wall; Unmitigated Gail; Goin' Steady; Some of Those Memories; Three Days; Crying Time; and more. IMC Music Ltd. Pub. at $14.99

**$4.95**

**CD Country Hit Parade 1956**. Twenty-five tracks take a big bite out of a year in country music, presenting hit recordings by the original artists including I Walk the Line by Johnny Cash; Just One More by George Jones; I Got a New Heartbreak by Ray Price; Sweet Dreams by Faron Young; and more. IMC Music Ltd. Pub. at $9.95

**$5.95**

**CD RALPH STANLEY and the Clinch Mountain Boys**. Brings together the group’s complete Jessup recordings and more, featuring appearances by Ricky Skaggs and Keith Whitley. Two CDs collect over 30 tracks of gospel and bluegrass, including We'll Be Sweethearts in Heaven; It's Never Too Late; Buckwheat; Leaning on Jesus; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $25.98

**$14.95**

**CD Hank Thompson:** How Do You Hold a Memory. Brings together hits, flippers, and other recordings that Thompson released in the second half of the 1950s—a peak period in his country career. Includes If Lovin’ You Is Wrong; Annie Over: Tears Are Only Rain; Breakin’ in Another Heart; Most of All; Wildwood Flower; and more. IMC Music Ltd. Pub. at $9.95

**$5.95**

**CD Sylvia:** Anthology. The ‘80s country starlet offers 24 tracks: You Don't Miss a Thing; It Don't Hurt to Dream; Tumbleweed Drifter; The Matador; Heart on the Mind; Sweet Yesterday; Nobody; Like Nothing Ever Happened; Snapshot; The Boy Gets Around; Victims of Goodbye; One Step Closer; and more. IMC Music Ltd. Pub. at $11.95

**$9.95**

**CD Drifting Cowboy:** A Country Music Tribute to Hank Williams. Fellow legends honor Williams' best in 12 tracks. Waylon Jennings offers his take on Honky Tonk Heroes; Haggard contributes a live performance of Lovesick Blues; Johnny Cash adapts Hey Good Lookin’; Jerry Lee Lewis adds his touch to You Win Again; and more. EMI Music. Pub. at $3.95

**$3.95**

**CD HANK SNOW:** I Don't Hurt Anymore. Twenty tracks focus on Snow’s greatest output from the early 1950s, including hits like Bluebird Island; I’ll Walk the Line by Johnny Cash; I Don’t Hurt Anymore; Unwanted Sign Upon My Heart; Music Makin’ Mama Rom Memphis; The Gold Rush Is Over; Lady’s Man; A Moment Isn’t Very Long; and more. IMC Music Ltd. Pub. at $6.95

**$3.95**

**CD Magnetic:** Live in Tennessee. In this 2005 concert, the country-popper exemplifies the sound, style, and repertoire that made her a huge star of the 1970s. Featuring guest appearances by People, Song; Light & Love: Memories; When I Was a Kid; and more. Big Tracks include Everybody’s Reaching Out for Someone; Half the Way; Coal Miner’s Daughter; and more. IMC Music Ltd. Pub. at $6.95

**$5.95**

**CD Dolly Parton & Kenny Rogers**. An alternating showcase of two of country’s most influential stars! Over 40 tracks in all, it joins Dolly Parton numbers like If I hadn't God Who Made Honky Tonk Angels and Why; Why; why; with Kenny Rogers favorites like Ruby Don't Take Your Love to Town and Ticket to No Where. Three CDs. Goldies. IMC Music Ltd. Pub. at $11.95

**$11.95**

**CD Glen Campbell:** Ballads. Two CDs filled with 32 timeless Campbell recordings: Lonesome Jailhouse Blues; Turn Around; Look at Me, Death Valley; Nothing Better than a Pretty Woman; The Miracle of Love; Long Black Lonesome; Weary Lonesome Blues; No Vacancy; Truck Driver; Man Long Particles; My Friends; Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

**$9.95**

**CD Kitty Wells:** Heartbreak U.S.A./Queen of Country Music. Classic country comes back into the spotlight! Two themed collections feature Wells at her best. CD One contains 25 tracks: She performs a Heart to Heart Talk; Cold, Cold Heart; Moody River; Wooden Heart; Ev’rybody’s Somebody’s Fool; A Fallen Star; Singing on Sunday; and more. Sony. Pub. at $13.99

**$9.95**

**CD TREATING HER WRONG:** Sweetheart & Heartbreak Songs. Twenty-four songs of love lost by female country singers of the 1950s. Includes There’s No Room in My Heart (for the Blues) by Melba Montgomery; I Think of You and Me by Jeannette Hicks; I’d Love Get Out by Helen Carter; Better Than Walking Made in Heaven; and more. IMC Music Ltd. Pub. at $6.95

**$5.95**

**CD THE FABULOUS REEVES:** The country crown is returned to its rightful owner with 20 of his greatest tracks: Mexican Joe; Blanket; Don’t Want No More; Blue Boy; Am I Losing You; Anna Marie; Look Behind You; According to My Heart; Yonder Comes a Sucker; Young Hearts; and more. HHO. Pub. at $11.95

**$9.95**

**CD Marty Robbins:** Knee Deep in the Blues. These 25 early Robbins recordings revive the mid-1950s, when Robbins came to represent the voice of youth in mainstream country-western. Includes That’s All Right; Gossip; Daddy Loves You; Pray For Me; Mother of Mine; It Looks Like I’m Broken Heart of Mine; and more. IMC Music Ltd. Pub. at $6.95

**$5.95**

**CD Barbara Mandrell:** Another Time in Tennessee. The country icon performs 12 tracks. Sleeping Single in a Double Bed; Fast Lanes and Country Roads; The Best of Strangers; I Wish You Were Here; When You Get to the Heart; Tonight My Baby’s Coming Home; If Loving You Is Wrong (I Know I’d Go Crazy) with Jerry Lee Lewis adds his touch to Some Of Our Greatest Country Artists. Six solos from Jennings include Dream Baby; Lonesome Bayou; You Love Me More; Blue Boy; Am I Losing You; Anna Marie; Look Behind You; According to My Heart; Yonder Comes a Sucker; Young Hearts; and more. IMC Music Ltd. Pub. at $11.95

**$11.95**

**CD Country Music**. Selected albums released before the turn of the century. Includes Carl Benton Williams; Earl Scruggs: The Secret Agent; The Dieselpunk; The Rough Rider; Two, 1955–1969. The original albums. Twenty-two tracks blend of country and rock in two CDs. Mercury. Pub. at $6.95

**$6.95**

**CD Country & Western - Bluegrass** - OVERNIGHT and more. Digimode Entertainment.
Country & Western - Bluegrass

**CD A SHORT CUT TO THE GRAVE: Gin, Justice, Jail & Judgement 1924-1942**
Featuring contributions by Charlie Jackson, Mississippi Sheiks, Leney Car, Blind Blake, Bumblin Steel Guitar, Scottyy Sykes, Washboard Sam, Robert Nighthawk and many others, this vintage collection remasters 100 gritty classics, plumbing the darkest corners of the country genre. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99.

Item #5943094

$21.95

**CD JUMPIN’ BILL CARLISLE: Gonna Shake the Shack Tonight**
The country star known for his on-stage jumps and wild energy, Carlisle gives us 34 of his essential tracks: Body Body Boogie; Rattlesnake Daddy; Love, Love, Love (That’s What It Is); No Help Wanted; Something Different.

Knot Hole; Too Old to Cut the Mustard; I Need a Little Help; Shake a Leg; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99.

Item #5934419

$17.95

**CD STEVE SINZE: Here's Steve Sinze Singing**
Incl. a bonus 77-page booklet exploring the group’s entire discography. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $25.99.

Item #5934362

$19.95

**CD Country & Western - Bluegrass**

**CD RED MURRELL: Sittin’ on Top of the World**
Murrell gets us dancing with 24 classics of Western Swing. The title track joins Paper Heart; Get That Chip Off Your Shoulder; I Learned My Lesson Too Late; Covered Wagon Rolled Right Along; Don’t Blame Me; Devil in Jasmine Records.


Item #6605737

$3.95

**CD Country & Western - Bluegrass**

**CD LINK DAVIS: Big Mamou**
Under-appreciated in his time, fiddler, saxophonist and singer Davis gets center stage with this 34-track collection of Cajun western swing. The title track joins Pretty Little Dedon; Lafayette Wedding; Rice and Graywys; You’re Little But You’re Cute; Cajun Love; Deep in the Heart of a Fool; and more.


Item #5944433

$6.95

**CD Country & Western - Bluegrass**

**CD COLLIN RAYE: Extremes/I Think About You**
Two original albums by the high-flying country tenor, presented in their entirety.

Twenty-one tracks include That’s My Story; Man of My Word; My Kind of Girl; I Think About You; Sweet Miss Behavin’; Heart Full of Rain; What It Jesus Came Back Like That; I Love Being Wrong; and more. SPV.

Item #8754718

$5.95

**CD Country & Western - Bluegrass**

**CD LEE EMERSON: It’s So Easy for You to Be Mean**
Overshadowed in his time, Emerson nevertheless gave us several country standards. Here his best come together in one essential collection, including 23 tracks from I Thought I Heard You Calling My Name to multiple versions of You Can’t Hear Me, plus 12 of his demos from the 1960s and 1970s. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99.

Item #6691617

$5.95

**CD Country & Western - Bluegrass**

**CD SAMMI SMITH: Me Make It Through The Night**
Explore the legacy of this country great with some of her best, including her chart-topping rendition of Help Me Make It Through The Night. Twenty-five tracks in all, it features He’s Everywhere; When Michael Calls; and more. IMC Music Ltd.

There He Goes; Kentucky; Girl in New Orleans; Mr. Bojangles; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95.

Item #587906X

$9.95

**CD Country & Western - Bluegrass**

**CD Tommy Lee: When I’m Movin’ On**
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**Country & Western - Bluegrass**

*CD TOMMY DUNCAN: Texas Moon Reissues* 26 classics from one of the all-time giants of western singing. The title track joins I’m Thru With You, I Can’t Take My Eyes Off You, Over the Road, Baby, I’ve Been Crying, and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99


Item #6550886

**$17.95**

*CD CARL & PEARL BUTLER: Crying My Heart Out over You* The honky-tonk duo deliver 15 tracks, including Carl’s biggest hit, Don’t Let Me Cross Over, as well as Cryin’ My Heart Out and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

Yellow Roses; more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $17.95

Item #6749402

**$17.95**

*CD JUKE BOX PEARLS: Meet the Pears in Back in the 1950s, the Jukebox was king and female performers were queen. Collected here are 25 notable songs from those ‘pearls’ of country and rock ‘n’ roll, including numbers by Jean Shepard, Loretta Lynn, Sandy Posey, Myrna Lorrie, Bonnie Lou, Janis Martin, and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $17.95

Anita Carter and others. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $15.95

Item #6934400

**$17.95**

*CD JACK ELLIOTT: At Lansdowne Studios* London Elliott brings his distinctive American folk sound to the UK with these 33 tracks recorded on the other side of the pond. Includes Talking Guitar Blues; San Francisco Bay Blues; Roll In My Sweet Baby’s Arms; Ain’t It A Shame; Ride in, Day Out; A Foggy Day; Stars; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $17.95

My Car, Old Rattler, Rocky Mountain Belle, Dead or Alive; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $9.95

Item #9934338

**$9.95**

*CD ED BRUCE: Puzzles* Reprints 29 tracks from the ‘70s country star. Includes multiple versions of the title track, plus other forgotten gems like Blue Denim Eyes, By Route of New Orleans, Shadows of Her Mind, and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

I’m So Happy; Painter’s Arms; Babylon; Black Eyed Susie; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $17.95

Item #9934176

**$17.95**

*CD COUNTRY & WESTERN HIT PARADE 1955* Thirty tracks highlight a transitional year in country and western music. Includes In the Jailhouse Now by Webb Pierce, Ain’t Me Lonesome by Eddy Arnold, Cry! Cry! Cry! by Johnny Cash, You’re a Sucker by Jim Reeves; and much more, plus a 71-page booklet with profiles that tell the story of each included track. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $25.99

I’m So Happy; Painter’s Arms; Babylon; Black Eyed Susie; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $17.95

Item #9934073

**$17.95**

*CD THE DIXON BROTHERS* with the Callahan Brothers: Collections 101 sides from the library of the Dixons and the Callahans, including tracks by the ‘50s country star, Bob Moore was a western swing and boogie woogie pianist and band leader whose style was a considerable influence on the development of rockabilly and rock ‘n’ roll during the 1950s. This collection comprises just about all of his recordings for Capitol in that decade, from Bartender’s Blues to Lazy River; 45 tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

Golden Locket; Give Me More; I Don’t Wanna; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $13.95

Item #9934060

**$13.95**

*CD THE MERRILL MOORE COLLECTION, 1952-58* Merrill Moore was a western swing and boogie woogie pianist and band leader whose style was a considerable influence on the development of rockabilly and rock ‘n’ roll during the 1950s. This collection comprises just about all of his recordings for Capitol in that decade, from Bartender’s Blues to Lazy River; 45 tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

Golden Locket; Give Me More; I Don’t Wanna; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $13.95

Item #9934060

**$13.95**

*CD SANFORD CLARK: The Fool Revisited* 34 songs by the rockabilly legend, including the standard that made his career. The Fool. Also includes Lonesome for a Letter; Don’t Care; Darling Dear; Ain’t Nobody Here But Us Chicken; Promise Me Baby; Sing ‘Em Some Blues; Travelin’ Man; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $28.99

Loose Woman; Sucker; I Don’t Wanna; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $15.95

Item #9942502

**$15.95**

*CD BIG BILL LISTER: There’s a Tear in My Beer* Straight from country music’s golden age comes this hillbilly wonder, offering up 30 tracks including There’s A Tear in My Beer; In the Shadow of the Pine; Help Wanted; RC Cola and Moon Pie; There’s Another in Your Heart; What the Heck Is Goin’ On; The Human Thing to Do; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

Take Me Back to Jackson; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $13.95

Item #9933994

**$13.95**

*CD TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD: Sixteen Tons* Twenty-five tracks by the ‘50s country star, including Milk ‘Em in the Morning Blues, Country Junction, Smoky Mountain Boogie, Anticipation Blues, Blackberry Boogie; The Ballad of Davy Crockett; Hey, Good Lookin’ (with Helen O’Connell); Blackeyed Susie; and much more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

Ain’t Nobody Here But Us Chicken; Promise Me Baby; Sing ‘Em Some Blues; Travelin’ Man; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $13.95

Item #9934170

**$13.95**

*CD JACQUELINE GLEASON: Music for Lovers Only* Gleason was a giant of TV and film comedy, but he also harbored a dream of conducting great big band music. With this 1955 release, that dream came to fruition. Sixteen tracks include renditions of Alone Together, My Funny Valentine, I’m in the Mood for Love; I Only Have Eyes for You; I Cover the Waterfront; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98

Ain’t Nobody Here But Us Chicken; Promise Me Baby; Sing ‘Em Some Blues; Travelin’ Man; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $11.95

Item #6566900

**$11.95**

*CD BILLIE HOLIDAY: Songs for Distinguish Lovers* One of several albums that Holiday recorded for Norman Granz in 1957 featuring Ben Webster, Harry “Sweets” Edison, Jimmy Rowles, and Barney Kessel, this 15-track collection includes Day Out, A Foggy Day; Stars; Anytime; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve, Crackerjack Records.

Fell on Alabama; I Wished on the Moon; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve, Crackerjack Records.

Item #6754910

**$6.95**

*CD TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD: Sixteen Tons* Twenty-five tracks by the ‘50s country star, including Milk ‘Em in the Morning Blues, Country Junction, Smoky Mountain Boogie, Anticipation Blues, Blackberry Boogie; The Ballad of Davy Crockett; Hey, Good Lookin’ (with Helen O’Connell); Blackeyed Susie; and much more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

Ain’t Nobody Here But Us Chicken; Promise Me Baby; Sing ‘Em Some Blues; Travelin’ Man; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $13.95

Item #9934170

**$13.95**

*CD BILLIE HOLIDAY: Songs for Distinguish Lovers* One of several albums that Holiday recorded for Norman Granz in 1957 featuring Ben Webster, Harry “Sweets” Edison, Jimmy Rowles, and Barney Kessel, this 15-track collection includes Day Out, A Foggy Day; Stars; Anytime; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve, Crackerjack Records.

Fell on Alabama; I Wished on the Moon; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve, Crackerjack Records.

Item #6754910

**$6.95**

*CD FLETCHER HENDERSON: Jukebox ‘N Up* The illustrious career of an unsung jazz giant comes into the light with this 20-track set. Includes Henderson Stomp; Rocky Mountain Blues; Swamp Blues; Off to Buffalo; Hop Off; My Gal Sai; Hot and Anxious; Comin’ and Going; and more. Acrobat.

Item #9934070

**$4.95**

*CD SANFORD CLARK: The Fool Revisited* 34 songs by the rockabilly legend, including the standard that made his career. The Fool. Also includes Lonesome for a Letter; Don’t Care; Darling Dear; Ain’t Nobody Here But Us Chicken; Promise Me Baby; Sing ‘Em Some Blues; Travelin’ Man; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $28.99

Loose Woman; Sucker; I Don’t Wanna; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $15.95

Item #9942502

**$15.95**

*CD JACQUELINE GLEASON: Music for Lovers Only* Gleason was a giant of TV and film comedy, but he also harbored a dream of conducting great big band music. With this 1955 release, that dream came to fruition. Sixteen tracks include renditions of Alone Together, My Funny Valentine, I’m in the Mood for Love; I Only Have Eyes for You; I Cover the Waterfront; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98

Ain’t Nobody Here But Us Chicken; Promise Me Baby; Sing ‘Em Some Blues; Travelin’ Man; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $11.95

Item #6566900

**$11.95**

*CD JACQUELINE GLEASON: Music for Lovers Only* Gleason was a giant of TV and film comedy, but he also harbored a dream of conducting great big band music. With this 1955 release, that dream came to fruition. Sixteen tracks include renditions of Alone Together, My Funny Valentine, I’m in the Mood for Love; I Only Have Eyes for You; I Cover the Waterfront; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98

Ain’t Nobody Here But Us Chicken; Promise Me Baby; Sing ‘Em Some Blues; Travelin’ Man; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $11.95

Item #6566900

**$11.95**
Jazz - Big Bands

**CD** BOBBY HUTCHERSON: Stick-Up. Originally released in 1966, this album by the jazz great features his unique, sophisticated sound, simple sound of the vibraphone on six tracks including: 8/4 Beat; Summer Nights; Black Circle; Verse; and Blues Mind Matter. MVD Audio. Pub. at $3.99.

**CD** THE WOODY HERMAN ORCHESTRA: Scene & Herd in 1952. Performances in Washington and Los Angeles are collected on 23 tracks, featuring renditions of Love Is Here to Stay; East of the Sun; Nice Work If You Can Get It; Blues In Advance; Stompin’ at the Savoy; Apple Honey; Jump in the Line; and a rare performance of Concerto for Clarinet. Flyright Records.

**CD** SWING SOMETHING SIMPLE. Swing music has never gone away and this compilation of 75 original hits is proof indeed of its everlasting appeal. This three CD set features Glenn Miller, Frank Sinatra, Bing Crosby, Ella Fitzgerald, Tony Bennett, Garland, Nat King Cole, and many more. One Day Music.

**CD** MILES DAVIS Sextet: Someday My Prince Will Come. Two CDs present mono and stereo versions of the 1961 jazz album. The trumpet master is backed by fellow legends John Coltrane, Hank Mobley, Wynton Kelly, and Jimmy Cobb on six tracks: Someday My Prince Will Come; Old Folks; Jimmy; Prancing; Dead Dog; Tea; and I Thought About You. Not Now Music.

**CD** JOHN LEWIS: The Complete Albums Collection 1957-1962. Among the most compelling performers of the jazz/classical crossover genre, the great pianist and composer is featured in eight complete albums: Grand Encounter; Afternoon in Paris; The John Lewis Piano; European Windows; Improvised Melodies and Excursions; The Golden Striker; The Wonderful World of Jazz; and European Encounter. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD** LOUIS ARMSTRONG: Pops Goes Pops. Also known as: Dimplesmooth, Satchmo and Pops, Louis Armstrong entertains his take on 18 classics: Hello Dolly; When the Saints Go Marching In; Ain’t Misbehavin’; Blueberry Hill; St. Louis Blues; Mack the Knife; Tiger Rag; Sweethearts on Parade; All of Me; and more. Acrobat.

**CD** STAN KENTON: Giants of the Big Band Era. With a career spanning from the 1940s to the 1970s, Stan Kenton was one of the giants of the big band era. These 12 sessions are some of the most audacious. Includes Mission Trail; Peanut Vendor; I’m Glad There Is You; Artistry in Rhythm; Four of a Kind; Whistling Sentimental; and many more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99.

**CD** BIG WALTER HORTON: Live at the Knickerbocker. Presents a classic 1957-1962 live recording of one of the greatest blues harmonica players. Nine tracks include: I Cry for You; Lord Knows I Tried; Country Girl; Walter’s Shuffle; Little Boy Blue; It’s Not Easy; Two Old Ladies; What’s On Your Worrying Mind; and Walter’s Swing. JSP Records. Pub. at $17.99.

**CD** THE SECOND ESQUIRE JAZZ CONCERT PLUS LOUIS ARMSTRONG & THE ALL STARS. Featuring Leon Prima with Irving Fazola; Mary Osborne; Louis Armstrong & the Jazz Foundation Six; The Benny Goodman Quintet; Mildred Bailey; Duke Ellington & His Orchestra; Billie Holiday and many other legends, are here 13 live tracks from the 1945 concert. Also includes eight recordings from a 1947 NBC broadcast concert of Louis Armstrong & the All Stars. Two CDs. Flyright Records.

**CD** THE VERY BEST OF KENNY BALL. This compilation of 40 tracks is a fascinating opportunity to hear the best of the traditional jazz that so captivated UK teenagers in those years before Beatlemania. Includes: Midnight in Moscow; Sukiyaki; March of the Siamese Children; Samantha; So Do I; The Green Leaves of Summer; and more. Acrobat.

**CD** CHARLIE BARNET: Leapin’ at the Lincoln. Twenty tracks capture the mastery of a saxophone great: The Gal from Jones; Midweek Function; Ebony Rhapsody; Lament for a Lost Love; The Duke’s Idea; Leapin’ at the Lincoln; Snake, Rattle and Roll (Aftonment of a Moax); The Bellows; Big Spooks; The Moose; Drop Me Out in Harlem; and more. Acrobat.

**CD** SPREADIN’ JOY: The Music of Max Bechel. The Bob Wilder Quintet/Spetlet performs 11 classic Bechel compositions: Polka Dot Stomp; Where Am I?; Peace Blues; The Sun Sets Down South; Little Creole Lullaby; Spreadin’ Joy; Who’ll Chop Your Suey When I’m Gone; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99.

**CD** CHARLIE MASON: Jive at the Melody Maker. Its ever lasting appeal. This three CD compilation goes back to its Prince Igor suite; and fanfares, adapted from Wagner’s overture. Nine tracks. Flare Records.

**CD** JOSEPHINE BAKER: Remembering. Nearly 60 tracks from one of the Jazz era’s defining divas, including her trademark theme song, J’ai Deux Amours. Her St. Louis roots and passion for Paris come through in songs like Pretty Little Baby; Si J’Etais Blu; Begin the Beguine; La Lagoon; He’s My Guy; I Cried for the Dreamer in Me; Musicmaker; One O’clock Jump; It’s Out of the Dark; Don’t Send Me Away; Petite Ponskinoise; I Will Never Forget You; I’ve Had The CRAZIEST Dream; I’ve Got You; I’m Gla d Ther e Is Y ou; Includes I’m Gla d Ther e Is Y ou; I Love; Zing Went the Strings of My Heart; Sunrise Over Sumatra; Calculon; The Poor People of Paris; Someone to Watch Over Me; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99.

**CD** ENOCH LIGHT AND HIS ORCHESTRA: Stereo 35/MM/Far Away Places Recorded at Carnegie Hall in 1961, this 24-track collection features the most intoxicating adaptations, including Heat Wave; My Romance; The Man I Love; Zing Went the Strings of My Heart; Sunshine Superman; Calcutta; The Poor People of Paris; Someone to Watch Over Me; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99.

**CD** LEO REISMAN AND HIS ORCHESTRA: Society Swing. Twelve of the best tracks by this dance band giant, including: Whispering; With All My Heart; La Petite Ponkinoise; I Will Never Forget You (with Jimmy James); Lazy Lullaby; Kiss of Fire; Oh, You Beautiful Doll; and more. Acrobat.

**CD** PHIL SEAEMAN: Seamen’s Mission. Experience the energy, musicality and dynamism of Europe’s prime jazz drummer with this collection of 69 sides. On four CDs, he plays with Jack Parnell and His Orchestra; the Jimmy Deuchar Sextet; the Ronnie Scott Orchestra; the Victor Feldman Modern Jazz Quartet; the Stan Tracey Trio; and other legendary groups. Proper Records.

**CD** JOHN LEWIS: The Complete Albums Collection 1957-1962. Among the most compelling performers of the jazz/classical crossover genre, the great pianist and composer is featured in eight complete albums: Grand Encounter; Afternoon in Paris; The John Lewis Piano; European Windows; Improvised Melodies and Excursions; The Golden Striker; The Wonderful World of Jazz; and European Encounter. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD** LOUIS ARMSTRONG: Pops Goes Pops. Also known as: Dimplesmooth, Satchmo and Pops, Louis Armstrong entertains his take on 18 classics: Hello Dolly; When the Saints Go Marching In; Ain’t Misbehavin’; Blueberry Hill; St. Louis Blues; Mack the Knife; Tiger Rag; Sweethearts on Parade; All of Me; and more. Acrobat.

**CD** CHARLIE MASON: Jive at the Melody Maker. Its ever lasting appeal. This three CD compilation goes back to its Prince Igor suite; and fanfares, adapted from Wagner’s overture. Nine tracks. Flare Records.

**CD** JOSEPHINE BAKER: Remembering. Nearly 60 tracks from one of the Jazz era’s defining divas, including her trademark theme song, J’ai Deux Amours. Her St. Louis roots and passion for Paris come through in songs like Pretty Little Baby; Si J’Etais Blu; Begin the Beguine; La Lagoon; He’s My Guy; I Cried for the Dreamer in Me; Musicmaker; One O’clock Jump; It’s Out of the Dark; Don’t Send Me Away; Petite Ponskinoise; I Will Never Forget You; I’ve Had The CRAZIEST Dream; I’ve Got You; I’m Gla d Ther e Is Y ou; Includes I’m Gla d Ther e Is Y ou; I Love; Zing Went the Strings of My Heart; Sunrise Over Sumatra; Calculon; The Poor People of Paris; Someone to Watch Over Me; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99.

**CD** ENOCH LIGHT AND HIS ORCHESTRA: Stereo 35/MM/Far Away Places Recorded at Carnegie Hall in 1961, this 24-track collection features the most intoxicating adaptations, including Heat Wave; My Romance; The Man I Love; Zing Went the Strings of My Heart; Sunshine Superman; Calcutta; The Poor People of Paris; Someone to Watch Over Me; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99.

**CD** LEO REISMAN AND HIS ORCHESTRA: Society Swing. Twelve of the best tracks by this dance band giant, including: Whispering; With All My Heart; La Petite Ponkinoise; I Will Never Forget You (with Jimmy James); Lazy Lullaby; Kiss of Fire; Oh, You Beautiful Doll; and more. Acrobat.

**CD** PHIL SEAEMAN: Seamen’s Mission. Experience the energy, musicality and dynamism of Europe’s prime jazz drummer with this collection of 69 sides. On four CDs, he plays with Jack Parnell and His Orchestra; the Jimmy Deuchar Sextet; the Ronnie Scott Orchestra; the Victor Feldman Modern Jazz Quartet; the Stan Tracey Trio; and other legendary groups. Proper Records.
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**CD THE BILL EVANS TRIO: The Classic Trio 1959-61** This great collection comprises most of the tracks from four albums released featuring the trio of Evans on piano, Scott LaFaro on bass, and Paul Motian on drums. Twenty-six tracks include Come Rain or Come Shine; Autumn Leaves; Witchcraft; Blue in Lonesome; peanuts; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. Item #6940811 $12.95

**CD LES BROWN: Giants of the Big Band Era 1941-80** This Band of Renown delivers 12 big band classics: I’ve Got My Love to Keep Me Warm; Sentimental Journey; I’m Forever Blowing Bubbles; Love Me; Nutcracker Suite; Love and Loyalty; Moon; and many more. Not Now Music. Item #6760309 $7.95

**CD LOUIS ARMSTRONG: Summertime** Forty original recordings from the great Satchmo are digitally remastered here on two CDs. Includes When the Saints Go Marching In; John’s Dream; When the Sun Comes Down South; Where the Blues were Born in New Orleans; Blueberry Hill; Mack the Knife; and many more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99. Item #6758592 $7.95

**CD SOLOMON BURKE: Live at Montreux 2006** Seventeen live tracks from blues royalty. Baby What You Want Me to Do; Cry to Me; Diamond in Your Mind; Down in the Valley; Georgia on my Mind; (Sitton) on the Dock of the Bay; Just Out of Reach; Don’t Give Up On Me; What a Wonderful World; None of Us Are Free; That’s How I Got to Memphis; and more. Eagle Records. Pub. at $16.99. Item #6716679 $3.95

**CD COUNT BASIE AT BIRDLAND: Summer 1952** One of jazz’s best bandleaders is featured in 17 tracks extracted from two 1952 NBC broadcasts. Count Basie and His Orchestra perform Fancy Meeting You; I’ll Always Be in Love with You; Jumpin’ at the Woodside; You’re Not the Kind; Basie’s Blues; and more. Flighty Records. Item #6744933 $5.95

**CD BEBOP, VOLUME 1** Jazz evolved with the bebop style, a sub-genre that is celebrated in this 20-track set. Includes a Concentration by the Dizzy Gillespie Orchestra; 15 pieces by Charlie Parker with Bud Powell; and more.Inner City Records. Pub. at $17.99. Item #593463X $8.95

**CD ANITA O’DAY: Selected Sides 1941-1962** With a superb voice and an even more superb sense of humor, Anita O’Day was sought out by the some of the biggest names of her time—Gene Krupa, Nat King Cole, Stan Kenton, Oscar Peterson, and others. This massive 109-track collection brings together and remasters multiple tracks derived from those and other collaborations. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. Item #5942675 $17.95

**CD TOMMY DORSEY: Giants of the Big Band Era Dorsey’s big band brilliance shines in 12 vintage tracks: Song of India; Opus #1; Boogie Woogie; On the Sunny Side of the Street; Monk’s Mood; A Chance on Love; This Love of Mine; It Started All over Again; There Are Such Things; Autumn in New York; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99. Item #6803318 $7.95

**CD BIG WALTER HORTON: Blues Harmonica Giant** From one of the blues’ most creative harmonica players comes a collection of classic sides from the 1950s. Also included is Deep Blues. Horton’s seven-track collaboration with Carey Bell, on CD for the first time. Sixty-four tracks in all, with appearances by Willie Dixon, Johnny Shines, Tampa Red, and others. JSP Records. Pub. at $24.99. Item #6711618 $17.95

**CD DAVE BRUBECK: Time Out** From the Dave Brubeck Quartet comes the experimental and revolutionary jazz classic, digitally remastered and presented in its entirety. Also included on this two-disc set is the bonus Brubeck album Gone with the Wind, featuring nine tracks like Swannee River; Lonesome Road; and Camptown Races. Not Now Music. Item #6842232 $7.95

**CD EARL HINES: Paris Session** Originally released in 1962, this ten-track collection features piano solos of I Surrender Dear; I Cover the Waterfront; Second Basin Jump; Jumpin’ at the Woodside; Girl Is Like a Melody; I Can’t Give You Anything But Love; Baby; Blue Because of You; Somebody Loves You; and more. Inner City Records. Pub. at $17.99. Item #6631541 $2.95

**CD GROOVIN’ HIGHL: Jam Session at the Hobnibue 1965** Stripping in for the Hobnibue in 1965, this music comes a night of Red Price (alto sax), Ray Warleigh (alto sax) and Chris Pyne (trumpet), joined by the Johnny Brunch Trio in a rare program of previously unreleased live recordings. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $17.99. Item #684934 $2.95

**CD THelonious Sphere Monk: Modern Jazz Archive** An enduring name in the history of jazz composition, Monk is revered once more with this two-CD tribute set, collecting 36 essential recordings and remasters multiple tracks. Twenty tracks in all. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. Item #6618789 $3.95

**CD CHET BAKER IN ITALY** Baker’s man’s stylish trumpet playing has proven to be his primary legacy and there is plenty of evidence of it here. This two-CD set collects 26 tracks including such hits as My Old Flame; Street of Dreams; Line for Lyons; Indian Summer; Those Foolish Things; and more. Membran. Item #3603792 $2.95

**CD FIREWORKS: Ruby Braff/Dick Hyman** Braff is on cornet and Hyman on piano for this 1963 concert at The New School for Social Research in New York City. Eight jazz performances include Someone Loves Me; Bidin’ My Time; High Society; They Can’t Take That Away from Me; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $24.99. Item #6631738 $5.95


**CD TERRY CURSON & COMPANY: Jubilant Power** Experience the power of this excellent trumpet player with six tracks. Backed by several other jazz greats, the Curson performs Read’s Waltz; Teddy’s Tempo; Song of the Lonely; Ain’t It a Sin; Searchin’ for the Blues; and Mari. Inner City Records. Pub. at $17.99. Item #6631789 $2.95

**CD BING CROSBY & COUNT BASIE: Summertime** Live at the New York Coliseum, 1957. More than 300 people are estimated to have packed into the Coliseum that night, and it was a土耳iche - packed, as the audience got into the groove with songs like Ask Me Now; Blue Skies; I Cover the Waterfront; and many more. Inner City Records. Pub. at $17.99. Item #6631789 $2.95

**CD RONNIE SCOTT—NOT SO FAST: The Complete Essex Recordings, 1951-53** When Ronnie Scott took first place in the tenor sax category of the Melody Maker readers’ poll in early 1951, the victory prompted a concentrated patch of recorded activity for the Esquire label. This collection includes all of those 78rpm releases from that year, plus two recently unearthed, previously un-issued tracks. Twenty tracks in all. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. Item #6631789 $2.95

**CD JAZZ—BIG BANDS** A collection of jazz classics by various artists including Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, Big Band Chicago, and many others. JSP Records. Pub. at $17.99. Item #6631789 $2.95

**CD JAZZ—BIG BANDS** A collection of jazz classics by various artists including Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, Big Band Chicago, and many others. Inner City Records. Pub. at $17.99. Item #6631789 $2.95

**CD JAZZ—BIG BANDS** A collection of jazz classics by various artists including Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, Big Band Chicago, and many others. JSP Records. Pub. at $17.99. Item #6631789 $2.95

**CD JAZZ—BIG BANDS** A collection of jazz classics by various artists including Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, Big Band Chicago, and many others. MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99. Item #6631789 $2.95

**CD JAZZ—BIG BANDS** A collection of jazz classics by various artists including Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, Big Band Chicago, and many others. Inner City Records. Pub. at $14.99. Item #6678646 $11.95
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**CD BILLY MAY: By Arrangement** Forty-eight recordings compilation Billy May arranges for big bands and vocalists from 1939-1952. Two CDs. Concord Music Group. Pub. at $7.95

**CD THE BEST OF JOHNNY GRIFFIN** Appropriately nicknamed “The Little Giant,” Griffin’s saxophone sound could level mountains. Immerse yourself in these nine tracks, joining the musician with the Thelonious Monk Quartet, Wes Montgomery, Eddie “Lockjaw” Davis and more. Concord Music Group. Item #5931878 $3.95

**CD ROY ELDREDGE: Classic Jazz Archive** Trumpet solos of Roy Eldredge are some of the most exciting music to come out of the swing era. He brings those Dixieland and swing sounds to life. Includes performances with Sidney Bechet, Mezz Mezzrow, Clarence Williams, Fats Waller, Coleman Hawkins, and many others. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99

**CD BIG JOE TURNER: The Forties, Volume 2 1947-1949** Eighteen classic recordings by one of the greatest blues shouters of all time, joined by jazz and boogie stars like Pete Johnson, Art Farmer, Maxine Sullivan and Joe Houston. Tracks include Around the Clock Parts 1 & 2; Trouble Blues; Tell Me Pretty Baby; Dob Ouch Stop; and more. Acrobat. Item #5925096 $4.95

**CD THE CHARLIE BARNET COLLECTION, 1935-47** Charlie Barnet was one of the major figures of the swing era, scoring major hits during his active recording career from 1935 to 1949. Collecting recordings from across his repertoire, this 50-track set offers an excellent overview of the work of one of the most successful bandleaders of the big band genre. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99 Item #753387X $7.95

**CD BILL EVANS: Waltz for Debby** Enjoy two fantastic albums, the 1961 masterpiece Waltz for Debby plus the 1959 classic Ivory Hunters. Digitally remastered on two CDs. Twelve tracks including My Foolish Heart; Detour Ahead; Some Other Time; Honeysuckle Rose; It Could Happen to You; and more. Not Now Music. Item #6758908 $3.95

**CD DON BYAS** In a series of Paris performances, this tenor sax luminary and his quartet perform on 12 tracks, joined by fellow legends like Mary Lou Williams, Gielly Booker, and more. Songs include Lullaby of the Leaves; Moon Glow; Lover Come Back To Me; and more. Inner City Records. Pub. at $17.95 Item #6614175 $4.95

**CD GIANTS OF THE BIG BAND ERA: Glenn Miller** Collects 12 songs from the Big Band era legend. In the Mood; Little Brown Jug; Elmer’s Tune; Chattanooga Choo Choo; Tuxedo Junction; Portrait in Moonlight Serenade; Pennsylvania 6-5000; At Last; American Patrol; Song of the Vagabond Boatman; and MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99

**CD VAUGHN MONROE: You Are the One** Chosen from a period of just over a dozen years (1940-1953), these jazz gems capture America’s finest singing bandleader at his best, mixing ballads, up-tunes and cowboy laments on one CD. Twenty-four tracks include At the Crossroads; Heart, Small World and many more. Faire Records. Item #6601614 $7.95

**CD JOE BUSHKIN: Seven Classic Albums** Collects seven of Bushkin’s essentials, digitally remastered and enhanced for superior quality. These complete works include: Piano Moods; After Hours with Joe Bushkin; Midnight Rhapsody; Blue Angels; I Get a Kick Out of Porter; NightSounds; and Real Gone Music. Item #2792834 $14.95

**CD BOB CROSBY’S CROSSBYS’ BOBCATS** One of the best “small big bands” performs in 25 tracks, including Slummin’; Who’s Sorry Now; Coquette; Fidgety Feet; You Don’t Have to Be; You Can’t Get Be Friends?; March of the Bob Cats; Slow Mood; Big Foot Jump; The Big Crash from China; Faire Records. Item #590837X $9.95

**CD TED FIO RITO: Spotlighting** Twelve tracks comprise live 1940s performances with the Coca Cola Spotlight Band, including takes on I Never Knew; Cow Cow Boogie; with Patti Palmer, Oklahoma; I Don’t Want to Love You and Danny Boy with Ward Swingle; Take the A Train; and more. Collectors’ Choice Music. Item #6556442 $2.95

**CD TED HEATH & HIS MUSIC 1944-1954** Heath leads his orchestra for a decade of great performances. Fifty tracks include The Very Thought of You; My Guy’s Come Back; Not So Quiet, Please; Route 66; Dark Eyes; Harlem Nocturne; Har-ness; Sophisticated Lady; Euphoria; Poor Little Rich Girl; Gone, Gone, Gone; and more. Item #5979124 $7.95

**CD SYD LAWRENCE: Orchestra** One of the finest Big Band Swing Orchestrations in the world. Includes sixteen tracks: Woodchoppers Ball, Adios, Begin the Beguine; In the Mood; Memories of You and more. Acrobat. Item #918695 $4.95

**CD T-BONE WALKER JUKEBOX HITS 1943-1952** Twenty T-Bone tracks transport us to the days when the jukebox ruled the dance floor. Includes No Worry Blues; Body & Soul; West Side Baby; T-Bone Shuffle; Midnight Blues; I’m Waiting for Your Call; Street Walkin’ Woman; I’m a Low Down Dirty Deal; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 Item #4526107 $6.95

**CD FRANCES FAYE: Eight Classic Albums** Collects eight of Faye’s essentials, digitally remastered and enhanced for superior quality. These works include: No Reservations; I’m Wild Again; Relaxin’ with Frances Faye; Frances Faye Sings Folk Songs; Frances Faye Swings Fats Domino; Caught in the Act (Live); Frances Faye in Frenzy; and Swingin’ All the Way with Frances Faye. Four CDs. Real Gone Music. Item #6827578 $7.95

**CD ZOOT SIMS WITH BUCKY PIZARELLI** Sims is on tenor sax and Pizzarelli on guitar in this 1976 collection featuring eight tracks: What Is This Thing Called Love?; Too Deep; Not So Deep; Take Ten; Mynah Bloom; Watch What Happens; There Will Never Be Another You; and Willow Weep For Me. Classic Jazz Records. Pub. at $17.99 Item #6631635 $9.95

**CD J.J. JOHNSON/MILT JACKSON: A Date in New York** Two of the most celebrated jazz musicians in the history of their chosen instruments, these artful, imaginative improvisers collaborate for a 1979 release. Nine tracks include Jay Jay’s Blues; Jerry Old Man; There’s No Leaves; I’ll Remember April; Out of Nowhere; and more. Inner City Records. Pub. at $17.99 Item #6631630 $9.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6660400</td>
<td>CD THE VINTAGE COLLECTION: Giants of jazz are revived in a top-notch 60-track set, boasting the talents of Duke Ellington, Count Basie, Dizzy Gillespie, Thelonious Monk, Django Reinhardt, Louis Armstrong, and other genre-defining legends. Three CDs collect standards from the Big Band Era. Delta Leisurium.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>663197</td>
<td>CD TEDDI KING SINGS Ira Gershwin...This is New With Dave Kenina on piano, King interprets timeless Ira Gershwin compositions. Isn't it a Pity? Fun to Be Foolish; Never No Mornin', Never No Noon Has This Been Going On?; But Not for Me, My Ship; I Can't Be Bothered Now; and Here's What She Said. Thirteen tracks. Inner City Records. Pub. at $17.99</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>663179</td>
<td>CD DICK HYMAN: September Song In 14 tracks, the jazz pianist/keyboardist masquerades as Kurt Weill's compositions: Green-up Time; If Never Was You; Foolish Hour; To Love You and to Lose You; Speak Low; Moon-faced; Stanny-eyed; Sing Me Not a Ballad; Lost in the Stars; My Ship; Trouble Man. One Life to Live; and more. Prosconium.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6631517</td>
<td>CD COUNT BASIE: Giants of the Big Band Era An icon of jazz, this pianist, organist, bandleader and composer was popular from 1924 to 1984, and became the influence of many future musicians. Here are 12 of his most popular songs including One O'Clock Jump; Everyday I Have the One for Me; and many more. Acrobat.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6807755</td>
<td>CD CHARLIE BARNET: Classic Jazz Archive Offers two collections of classic recordings by this striking bandleader and tenor sax player. Nearly 50 tracks include Swing Street Sirit; Cherokee; The Count's Idea; Night Clow; Flying Home; Rockin' in Rhythm; You're My Thrill; Skyliner; and more. Two CDs. Membran.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6631436</td>
<td>CD ANN BURTON: New York State of Mind One of the top jazz singers from Europe to emerge during the 1960s, Burton heads to the Big Apple with this 1981 release. Tracks include Things Seem So Years Old; I Could Have That Man; I Must Have That Man; I'm A Fool About Someone; and many more. Recordings.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6631371</td>
<td>CD THERMA CARPENTER: Seems Like Old Times A versatile songstress with an eclectic career, Carpenter is featured in 26 classic tracks: Loves Grow on the White Oak Tree; She's Funny That Way; All of My Love; and more. Recordings.</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3577651</td>
<td>CD THE DON BYAS COLLECTION, 1933-81 One of the most highly regarded tenor sax players of his generation, Don Byas's scintillating work over more than two decades is captured in this 47 track collection. It features examples of his work within his own small groups and others' ensembles, as well as collaborations with several jazz greats. Two CDs. Acrobat.</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6640400</td>
<td>CD JERRY COLONNA: Sings &amp; Swings the Dixieland Way The well-known comedy entertainer crosses over into the realm of music, bringing his vocal and trombone skills to a collection of 33 recordings: Waterfront Blues; Mardi Gras Parade; Singer in the Rain; Post No Bills; Slippery When Wet; Dim Your Lights; Three Trees; and more. Acrobat.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6651656</td>
<td>CD TEDDY BUCKNER &amp; HIS ALL STARS: Live at The Club Hangover Two CDs bring together previously unreleased live tracks from 1950-57 recordings, captured at San Francisco's Club Hangover in 1955. Teddy Buckner &amp; His All Stars make it a party with 28 tracks including I've Foun a Paper Moon; Cherry Point; Mood for Trumpet; and more. Twenty-six tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat.</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**CD PHINEAS NEWBORN JR:** The Classic Albums 1956-1962 Collects the full track listings for no less than ten essential albums recorded by the legendary jazz pianist. Item #: Phineas; Piano; With: Swing; Rainbow; While My Lady Sleeps; Music from Jamaica; Fabulous Phineas; We Three; Phineas Newborn Plays Again; Piano Portraits; I Love a Piano; and A World of Piano. Over 80 tracks on five CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99. Item #: 55590959

Price: $14.95

**CD KING CURTIS:** Azure The rare Everest LP by the contemporary saxophonist, revived in cd form. Fourteen tracks include Close Your Eyes; Unchained Melody; Off Shore; Neatness of You; Mandy; Stranger; When I Fall in Love; It Ain’t Necessarily So; Our Love Is Here to Stay; My Love Is Your Love; Sweet and Lovely; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95. Item #: 5906820

Price: $4.95

**CD DICK MORRISSEY:** On the Spot The Complete Recordings 1961-63 The arrival of tenor saxophonist Dick Morrissey onto the British jazz scene in the early 1960s was the start of a revelation. Here, his debut album, It’s Morrissey, Man and its follow-up, Have You Heard?—two works that have since become collector’s items—come together in one 30-track set. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. Item #: 5924766

Price: $2.95

**CD WOODY HERMAN:** Woodysheddin’ with Woody Herman led one of the most exciting big bands of his day, and this 16-track collection is fresh, never before recorded. The title song joins other notable melodies like Wood Chopper’s Ball; Blue Flame; and Mambo Hind, as well as Amen Hean Man; Glow; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. Item #: 5899902

Price: $4.95

**CD THE VICTORIA SPIVEY COLLECTION 1926-37** This 48-track selection comprises a substantial portion of the jazz and blues singer’s releases from her studio debut through 1937. It draws on many of her sessions, including performances with fellow icons like Clarence “Red” Allen and Louis Armstrong. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99. Item #: 5528115

Price: $7.95

**CD DUKE ELLINGTON & HIS ORCHESTRA:** Rare Live Recordings 1952-3 Drawn from the Ackerman tapes archive of live jazz recordings, this collection includes rare audio from four separate live performances by the Duke Ellington Orchestra, one of these at New York’s Metropolitan Opera House. Of the 45 tracks, 20 are previously unreleased. Item #: 58325866

Price: $6.95

**CD THE CLARENCE WILLIAMS COLLECTION 1921-37** Brings together 50 tracks from across Williams’s most active and influential years, drawn from a variety of line-ups including the “hot jazz” ensembles and his washboard bands. This early jazz great joins the likes of Louis Armstrong, Sidney Bechet, King Oliver, Coleman Hawkins and others on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99. Item #: 5933137

Price: $17.95

**CD ALLAN GANLEY:** The Complete Quartet & Jazzmakers Sessions 1957-59 Among the saxophonist’s early work are two EPs featuring Ganley’s quartet, Gone Ganley and The High Priest, together with the Jazzmakers’ eponymous debut album. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. Item #: 5963220

Price: $2.95

**CD COLEMAN HAWKINS:** Intimate 1934-38 Collects a variety of neglected duo, trio, quartet and quintet recordings featuring the indisputable “Father of the Tenor Saxophone.” Coleman Hawkins. He joins fellow greats like Stanley Black and Fredy Johnson on piano, Albert Harris on guitar, and more in 27 tracks. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. Item #: 5923018

Price: $2.95

**CD NAT ADDERLEY:** Work Song On cornet, Adderley joins Wes Montgomery (guitar), Bobby Timmons (piano), Percy Heath (bass), and Sam Jones (drums) for a reissue of nine classics: Work Song; Pretty Memory; I’ve Got a Crush on You; Mean to Me; Fallout; Sack o’ Wee; My Heart Stood Still; Violets for Your Furs; and Scrambled Eggs. Riverside Records. Item #: 5858418

Price: $2.95

**CD THE JOHN KIRBY SEXTET:** Biggest Little Band in the Land Kirby is on bass, joined by Charles Shavers on trumpet, Russell Procope on alto sax, Buster Bailey on clarinet, Bill Kyle on piano, and O’Neil Spencer on drums for over 20 recordings. Includes Mr. Haydn; Opus One; California Suite; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.99. Item #: 6819126

Price: $9.95

**CD LOUIS JORDAN LIVE!** The old master is in blazing form, backed by superb jazzmen for ten great tracks. Using his hits as the starting point for wonderful improvisation, this performance includes renditions of Let The Good Times Roll; Ain’t Nobody Here But Us Chickens; Hard Headed Woman; She’s Funny That Way; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $18.99. Item #: 5971012

Price: $9.95

**CD ART TATUM:** Body & Soul Fourteen tracks by a piano player who was peerless in mastery and ingenuity: Body and Soul; Someone Else’s Business; Sleepy-time Gal; For Dancers Only; Carolina Moon; 15 have only appeared before on vinyl. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99. Item #: 5933137

Price: $17.95

**CD FROM DIXIE TO SWING** The Dick Wellstood All-Stars celebrates the New York take on Dixieland music—classical improvisation in a classic style. Eight tracks include Way Down Yonder in New Orleans; Red Sails in the Sunset; Second Hand Rose; Royal Garden Blues; Rose of Washington Square; The Sunny Side of the Street; and more. Classic Jazz Records. Pub. at $17.99. Item #: 6819126

Price: $9.95

**CD COLEMAN HAWKINS:** Bean Soup The tenor sax star performs in 23 classic tracks: Smack; I Surrender Dear; I Can’t Believe That You’re in Love with Me; Doin’ What Comes Naturally; I Only Have Eyes for You; Make Believe; Just One of Those Things; Memories; A Shandy in Old Shandy; Stompin’ at the Savoy; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.99. Item #: 5923018

Price: $4.95

**CD COLEMAN HAWKINS:** Town Wrap Your Troubles in Dreams; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.99. Item #: 5878675

Price: $4.95

**CD EDdie CONDON COLLECTION 1927-61** A leading figure in what is known as the “Chicago school” of early Dixieland jazz, the legendary guitarist, banjoist, and bandleader has revived for a 46-track collection spanning his amazing career. Encompassing a fascinating range of styles, it even features a few 78rpm records. 78rpm Radio; Stomp It Off; Rhythm is Our Business; Sleepy-time Gal; Margie; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95. Item #: 5909678

Price: $6.95

**CD TOMMY DORSEY:** On Getting Sentimental over You Return to the music of the Big Band era with elegant trombonist and saxophonist Tommy Dorsey, performing such favorites as I’ve Got a Feelin’ You’re Foolin’; Boogie Woogie; Tin Roof Blues; Swizzly River, and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95. Item #: 5951720

Price: $6.95

**CD THE EARL HINES ALL STARS:** Live at Club Hangover, San Francisco, April-May 1957 Collects most of five broadcasts from consecutive weekends at the San Francisco venue, complete with Earl Hines’s spoken introductions. The recording and sound quality is excellent, and the shows capture the excitement and inhibition of the live club atmosphere, with musicians playing with relaxed freedom. Twenty-eight tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. Item #: 5812674

Price: $9.95

**CD EDDIE LANG & JOE VENUTI:** The New York Sessions 1926-1935 An unlikely duo who together established their reputation as a masterful guitar and violin in the jazz cannon. Lang and Venuti are highlighted in a collection of great remastered music. Featuring performances with Bix Beiderbecke, Clarence Williams, Jimmy Dorsey and more, these four CDs compile nearly 100 tracks recorded in New York City. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. Item #: 5933788

Price: $21.95
**Jazz - Big Bands**

**CD COUNT BASIE JUKEBOX HITS 1940-1952**
From Red Bank Boogie and Blue and Sentimental to Jimmy’s Blues and One O’Clock Jump, here are 20 golden jukebox items from ‘The Kid from Red Bank,’ a household-name bandleader who knew no equals. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95.

**CD THE ESSENTIAL BENNY GOODMAN**
Better known as “The King of Swing,” Goodman brings his clarinet and bandleading brilliance to 40 recordings: Let’s Dance; Street of Shadows; ‘S Wonderful; Guarded Tomb; Why Don’t You Do Right (with vocals by Peggy Lee); Mission to Moscow; Gentle Swing; Things Are Swingin’; One O’Clock Jump; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. Pub. at $26.95.

**CD THE LOUIS ARMSTRONG COLLECTION, VOL. 1: The First Decade**
The 50 tracks shine a spotlight on the first key decade of a jazz icon. Includes early recordings with King Oliver’s Creole Jazz Band, Fletcher Henderson’s Orchestra and Clarence Williams’s Blue Five, before drawing on his Five and Hot Seven, and tracks from his orchestra during the early ’30s. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95.

**CD LAWRENCE WELK: Calcutta/Yellow Bird**
Best known for his Lawrence Welk Show, that recognizable big band favorite lends his talents to 26 classic tracks: Calcutta; April in Calcutta; Bombay; The Mountain King; Blue Tango; Runaway; My Love for You; Heartbreak Hotel; Love Those Eyes; Mockin’ Bird Hill; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $29.99.

**CD LOUIS JORDAN AND HIS TYPMANY FIVE 1939-1950**
The man dubbed “King of the Jukebox” comes roaring back to life with 131 remastered and re-engineered tracks—that’s over six hours of classic jazz and swing sounds! Includes Honey in the Bee Ball; Low Down Dirty Shame; Psycho Loco; Baby It’s Cold Outside; Tear Drops From My Eyes; and much more. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.95.

**CD BOBBY SMITH: “Tippin’ In,”**
Smith joins The Larks, Eddie Mack, Willie Bryant and Bob range for 26 tracks, including Tippin’ In; Hey Little Girl; Don’t Shake Those Hips at Me; Heart Throbbin’ Blues; Station Break; How Long Must I Wait; Flip a Coin; Danny Boy; How About That?; Night Watch. Because Your Baby Is on Your Mind; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95.

**CD OPEN THE DOOR, RICHARD!**
It began life as a vaudeville routine performed by a number of black performers at New York’s Apollo Theatre. Musician Jack McVea wrote a song to go with the routine, and it became a such a staple that many different artists offered their own renditions. Presented in this 24-track collection are notable takes on the theme by everyone from Count Basie to The Charioteers, plus several other songs that sprang from the phenomenon it started. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95.

**CD DEE DEE SHARP: Hey Down, It’s Mashed Potato Time**
Your complete albums plus bonus tracks by an artist notable for her transcendent mix of soul, gospel, and pop sounds. Over 50 recordings in all, it includes all of It’s Mashed Potato Time; Songs of Faith; All the Hits by Dee Dee Sharp; and Down to Earth—Chubby Checker and Dee Dee Sharp. Two CDs. Jasmine Records. Pub. at $19.95.

**CD JAMAIKINA (On the Bayou)**
Fascinating Rhythm; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99.

**CD JAZZ - BANDS**
Jazz - Big Bands

**CD MR & MRS MUSIC: Frances Wayne with Neal Hefti and His Orchestra**
Twenty-eight tracks are alive with Frances Wayne’s captivating voice, led effortlessly by big band icon Neal Hefti. Includes Cheatin’ on Me; Didja Ever; Corner to Get A Toast; Regular Man; Lonesome and Blue; Stormy Weather; Heat Wave; A Hundred Years from Today; Am I Blue?, and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99.

**CD CHARLES MINGUS: The Unique**
One of his last recordings, this session brings Mingus together with Gerry Mulligan on baritone sax, Woody Shaw on trumpet, Ricky Ford on tenor sax and Dannie Richmond on drums. Ten tracks include Peggy’s Blue Skyline; Fables of Faubus; Farewell; Farewell; Duke Ellington’s Sound of Love; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.95.

**CD BOBBY SMITH: “Tippin’ In,”**
Smith joins The Larks, Eddie Mack, Willie Bryant and Bob range for 26 tracks, including Tippin’ In; Hey Little Girl; Don’t Shake Those Hips at Me; Heart Throbbin’ Blues; Station Break; How Long Must I Wait; Flip a Coin; Danny Boy; How About That?; Night Watch. Because Your Baby Is on Your Mind; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95.

**CD OPEN THE DOOR, RICHARD!**
It began life as a vaudeville routine performed by a number of black performers at New York’s Apollo Theatre. Musician Jack McVea wrote a song to go with the routine, and it became a such a staple that many different artists offered their own renditions. Presented in this 24-track collection are notable takes on the theme by everyone from Count Basie to The Charioteers, plus several other songs that sprang from the phenomenon it started. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95.

**CD DEE DEE SHARP: Hey Down, It’s Mashed Potato Time**
Your complete albums plus bonus tracks by an artist notable for her transcendent mix of soul, gospel, and pop sounds. Over 50 recordings in all, it includes all of It’s Mashed Potato Time; Songs of Faith; All the Hits by Dee Dee Sharp; and Down to Earth—Chubby Checker and Dee Dee Sharp. Two CDs. Jasmine Records. Pub. at $19.95.

**CD JAMAIKINA (On the Bayou)**
Fascinating Rhythm; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99.

**CD CHARLES MINGUS: The Unique**
One of his last recordings, this session brings Mingus together with Gerry Mulligan on baritone sax, Woody Shaw on trumpet, Ricky Ford on tenor sax and Dannie Richmond on drums. Ten tracks include Peggy’s Blue Skyline; Fables of Faubus; Farewell; Farewell; Duke Ellington’s Sound of Love; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.95.

**CD BOBBY SMITH: “Tippin’ In,”**
Smith joins The Larks, Eddie Mack, Willie Bryant and Bob range for 26 tracks, including Tippin’ In; Hey Little Girl; Don’t Shake Those Hips at Me; Heart Throbbin’ Blues; Station Break; How Long Must I Wait; Flip a Coin; Danny Boy; How About That?; Night Watch. Because Your Baby Is on Your Mind; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95.

**CD OPEN THE DOOR, RICHARD!**
It began life as a vaudeville routine performed by a number of black performers at New York’s Apollo Theatre. Musician Jack McVea wrote a song to go with the routine, and it became a such a staple that many different artists offered their own renditions. Presented in this 24-track collection are notable takes on the theme by everyone from Count Basie to The Charioteers, plus several other songs that sprang from the phenomenon it started. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95.

**CD DEE DEE SHARP: Hey Down, It’s Mashed Potato Time**
Your complete albums plus bonus tracks by an artist notable for her transcendent mix of soul, gospel, and pop sounds. Over 50 recordings in all, it includes all of It’s Mashed Potato Time; Songs of Faith; All the Hits by Dee Dee Sharp; and Down to Earth—Chubby Checker and Dee Dee Sharp. Two CDs. Jasmine Records. Pub. at $19.95.

**CD JAMAIKINA (On the Bayou)**
Fascinating Rhythm; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99.

**CD CHARLES MINGUS: The Unique**
One of his last recordings, this session brings Mingus together with Gerry Mulligan on baritone sax, Woody Shaw on trumpet, Ricky Ford on tenor sax and Dannie Richmond on drums. Ten tracks include Peggy’s Blue Skyline; Fables of Faubus; Farewell; Farewell; Duke Ellington’s Sound of Love; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.95.

**CD BOBBY SMITH: “Tippin’ In,”**
Smith joins The Larks, Eddie Mack, Willie Bryant and Bob range for 26 tracks, including Tippin’ In; Hey Little Girl; Don’t Shake Those Hips at Me; Heart Throbbin’ Blues; Station Break; How Long Must I Wait; Flip a Coin; Danny Boy; How About That?; Night Watch. Because Your Baby Is on Your Mind; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95.

**CD OPEN THE DOOR, RICHARD!**
It began life as a vaudeville routine performed by a number of black performers at New York’s Apollo Theatre. Musician Jack McVea wrote a song to go with the routine, and it became a such a staple that many different artists offered their own renditions. Presented in this 24-track collection are notable takes on the theme by everyone from Count Basie to The Charioteers, plus several other songs that sprang from the phenomenon it started. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95.

**CD DEE DEE SHARP: Hey Down, It’s Mashed Potato Time**
Your complete albums plus bonus tracks by an artist notable for her transcendent mix of soul, gospel, and pop sounds. Over 50 recordings in all, it includes all of It’s Mashed Potato Time; Songs of Faith; All the Hits by Dee Dee Sharp; and Down to Earth—Chubby Checker and Dee Dee Sharp. Two CDs. Jasmine Records. Pub. at $19.95.

**CD JAMAIKINA (On the Bayou)**
Fascinating Rhythm; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99.

**CD CHARLES MINGUS: The Unique**
One of his last recordings, this session brings Mingus together with Gerry Mulligan on baritone sax, Woody Shaw on trumpet, Ricky Ford on tenor sax and Dannie Richmond on drums. Ten tracks include Peggy’s Blue Skyline; Fables of Faubus; Farewell; Farewell; Duke Ellington’s Sound of Love; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.95.

**CD BOBBY SMITH: “Tippin’ In,”**
Smith joins The Larks, Eddie Mack, Willie Bryant and Bob range for 26 tracks, including Tippin’ In; Hey Little Girl; Don’t Shake Those Hips at Me; Heart Throbbin’ Blues; Station Break; How Long Must I Wait; Flip a Coin; Danny Boy; How About That?; Night Watch. Because Your Baby Is on Your Mind; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95.

**CD OPEN THE DOOR, RICHARD!**
It began life as a vaudeville routine performed by a number of black performers at New York’s Apollo Theatre. Musician Jack McVea wrote a song to go with the routine, and it became a such a staple that many different artists offered their own renditions. Presented in this 24-track collection are notable takes on the theme by everyone from Count Basie to The Charioteers, plus several other songs that sprang from the phenomenon it started. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95.

**CD DEE DEE SHARP: Hey Down, It’s Mashed Potato Time**
Your complete albums plus bonus tracks by an artist notable for her transcendent mix of soul, gospel, and pop sounds. Over 50 recordings in all, it includes all of It’s Mashed Potato Time; Songs of Faith; All the Hits by Dee Dee Sharp; and Down to Earth—Chubby Checker and Dee Dee Sharp. Two CDs. Jasmine Records. Pub. at $19.95.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6758568</td>
<td>CD LEADBELLY: American Folk &amp; Blues Anthology</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td>Acrobat Records</td>
<td>This set features 75 of Leadbelly's finest recordings. Includes House of the Rising Sun, Midnight Special, Boil Weevil, Kisses Sweeter than Wine; Rock Island Line; Pick a Bale O' Cotton; and many more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6683208</td>
<td>CD ROOSEVELT SYKES: The Honey Dripper</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td>Acrobat Records</td>
<td>A piano player whose influence cannot be overstated. Sykes is featured in 18 vintage tracks. The title song joins Boot That Thing; Roosevelt's Blues; Ten and Four Blues; Give Me Your Change; She's in My Blood; Sad and Lonely Day; UPS and Down Ford Blues; and Polly Put the Kettle On.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6683376</td>
<td>CD ROOSEVELT SYKES: The Honey Dripper</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td>Acrobat Records</td>
<td>A piano player whose influence cannot be overstated. Sykes is featured in 18 vintage tracks. The title song joins Boot That Thing; Roosevelt's Blues; Ten and Four Blues; Give Me Your Change; She's in My Blood; Sad and Lonely Day; UPS and Down Ford Blues; and Polly Put the Kettle On.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6662308</td>
<td>CD SLEEPY JOHN ESTES: Working Man Blues</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
<td>Acrobat Records</td>
<td>An authentic voice of classic rural blues. Estes is highlighted in 25 tracks. Includes The Girl I Love She Got Long Curly Hair; Broken Hearted Raggedy and Dirty Too; Milk Cow Blues; Expressman Blues; Down South Blues; Easy! Back to Tennessee; Working Man Blues; and more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6658036</td>
<td>CD JIMMY MCCRAKLIN: Jimmy's Blues 1945-1951</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td>Acrobat Records</td>
<td>Includes 22 memorable recordings from five years in the career of one of the great Kansas City bandleaders. Songs include Come on over to My House; Trouble in Confessing the Blues; Walking Blues; Old Man; I'm No Good; Woman; and more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6658030</td>
<td>CD BEN E. KING: Stand by Me</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td>Acrobat Records</td>
<td>Thirty-two tracks collect original hit recordings from king's solo and vocal group years. Includes digitally remastered cuts of Stand By Me; I Like You Like a Hot Air; Feed Me; I'll Be Happy; Sufferin' Blues; Aw Gal; Ste Say Rider; and more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6765262</td>
<td>CD JON HENDRICKS: A Good Git Together</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td>Jasmine Records</td>
<td>Two original versions albums on one CD. Includes all ten tracks of A Good Git Together and all 13 of Evolution of the Blues Song, featuring hits like Like a Hot Air; Modern; I Hate to See You Go; You Cried Foolish Heart; and more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>660473X</td>
<td>CD THE DU DROPPERS: Talk That Talk</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td>Jasmine Records</td>
<td>These two albums chronicle the hit recordings from the duo's career. Featuring such hits as Two for the Road; I'll Be Glad When You're Gone; and more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6662286</td>
<td>CD BABY WASHINGTON: Knock Yourself Out</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
<td>Acrobat Records</td>
<td>A performer whose voice tugs at the heartstrings. Baby performs nearly 30 original classics on two CDs: Your Mama Knows What's Right; Knock Yourself Out; Hush Heart; A Handful of Memories; Deep Down Love; Medicine Man; I Hate to See You Go; Don't Cry, Foolish Heart; and more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6656801</td>
<td>CD BROOK BENTON: There Goes That Song Again</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td>Sepia</td>
<td>This CD collects 12 songs from Benton's career. Includes tracks like Keep Your Hand on the Woman; Personality; L.P. Jasmine Records; and more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6675830</td>
<td>CD LLOYD PRICE: All of Me</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td>Acrobat Records</td>
<td>Thirty-two tracks collect original hit recordings from 1959 and 1961, all on one CD. Includes hits like I'm Still in Love; I'm Leanin' on You; I Want to Hold You; and more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6861512</td>
<td>CD LLOYD PRICE: All of Me</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td>Acrobat Records</td>
<td>Thirty-two tracks collect original hit recordings from 1959 and 1961, all on one CD. Includes hits like I'm Still in Love; I'm Leanin' on You; I Want to Hold You; and more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6682308</td>
<td>CD LEADBELLY: American Folk &amp; Blues Anthology</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td>Acrobat Records</td>
<td>This set features 75 of Leadbelly's finest recordings. Includes House of the Rising Sun, Midnight Special, Boil Weevil, Kisses Sweeter than Wine; Rock Island Line; Pick a Bale O' Cotton; and many more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6682286</td>
<td>CD LEADBELLY: American Folk &amp; Blues Anthology</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td>Acrobat Records</td>
<td>This set features 75 of Leadbelly's finest recordings. Includes House of the Rising Sun, Midnight Special, Boil Weevil, Kisses Sweeter than Wine; Rock Island Line; Pick a Bale O' Cotton; and many more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>686473X</td>
<td>CD LEADBELLY: American Folk &amp; Blues Anthology</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td>Acrobat Records</td>
<td>This set features 75 of Leadbelly's finest recordings. Includes House of the Rising Sun, Midnight Special, Boil Weevil, Kisses Sweeter than Wine; Rock Island Line; Pick a Bale O' Cotton; and many more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>686473X</td>
<td>CD LEADBELLY: American Folk &amp; Blues Anthology</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td>Acrobat Records</td>
<td>This set features 75 of Leadbelly's finest recordings. Includes House of the Rising Sun, Midnight Special, Boil Weevil, Kisses Sweeter than Wine; Rock Island Line; Pick a Bale O' Cotton; and many more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>686473X</td>
<td>CD LEADBELLY: American Folk &amp; Blues Anthology</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td>Acrobat Records</td>
<td>This set features 75 of Leadbelly's finest recordings. Includes House of the Rising Sun, Midnight Special, Boil Weevil, Kisses Sweeter than Wine; Rock Island Line; Pick a Bale O' Cotton; and many more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>686473X</td>
<td>CD LEADBELLY: American Folk &amp; Blues Anthology</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td>Acrobat Records</td>
<td>This set features 75 of Leadbelly's finest recordings. Includes House of the Rising Sun, Midnight Special, Boil Weevil, Kisses Sweeter than Wine; Rock Island Line; Pick a Bale O' Cotton; and many more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>686473X</td>
<td>CD LEADBELLY: American Folk &amp; Blues Anthology</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td>Acrobat Records</td>
<td>This set features 75 of Leadbelly's finest recordings. Includes House of the Rising Sun, Midnight Special, Boil Weevil, Kisses Sweeter than Wine; Rock Island Line; Pick a Bale O' Cotton; and many more.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CD THE DRIFTERS: The Complete Releases, 1953-62
This 71-track collection shines a spotlight on the early career of The Drifters, one of the most successful and enduring groups on the R&B and soul scene. Includes 28 U.S. chart entries and 23 R&B hits, five of them Number 1 pop hits. Like Money Honey, Dance With Me; Save the Last Dance for Me; Up on the Roof; and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

Item #567138X $14.95

CD ACOUSTIC BLUES, VOL. 1: The Definitive Collection
Return to the roots of the blues sound, when rural southern bluesmen played acoustic instruments. Disc One starts in the 1920s, offering vintage recordings by Blind Willie McTell, Henry Spalding, and Furry Lewis. Disc Two takes us to the 1930s, with tracks by Garfield Akers, Willie Brown, and Lead Belly. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $33.98

Item #6686044 $17.95

CD RAY CHARLES: The Complete Early Recordings 1949-1952
Respected in gospel, soul, brass bands, and country, Ray Charles got his start with these fifty vintage recordings (also featuring Bill Samuels). Witness the rise of a legend with remastered versions of Confession Blues, Sittin’ on Top of the World; I Wonder Who’s Kissing Her Now; I Cover the Two takes us to the 1930s, with tracks by Garfield Akers, Willie Brown, and Lead Belly. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $33.98

Item #6675964 $17.95

CD BLOWIN’ THE BLUES AWAY: The Bob Wilber Quintet
Each of nine selections highlights a different facet of the blues, exploring the many directions the genre has taken over the years. The Bob Wilber Quartet (featuring Clark Terry) perform After Midnight; Please Blues Go On Away from Eyes; The Maryland Farmer, and many more. Classic Jazz Records. Pub. at $17.99

Item #5908213 $9.95

CD JUKE JOINTS 3

Item #668138X $9.95

CD MEMPHIS JUG BAND WITH GUS CANNON & THE STOMPERS
One of the most famous groups to come out of the jug band craze, Shade’s exuberant team is highlighted in a rare collection of nearly 200 vintage tracks, remastered for a new generation. Includes Sun Brinner’s, and many others. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95

Item #5908302 $9.95

CD THE ORIGINAL SONNY BOY WILLIAMSON, VOLUME 1
The innovator who turned the harmonica from a novelty into a key element of blues instrumentation, Sonny Boy Williamson is celebrated on a remastered set of 100 vintage recordings. On four CDs, he joins Williams, Elijah Jones, Yank Rachell, Speckled Red, and others. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

Item #6686400 $21.95

CD THE DEEP RIVER BOYS: London Harmony
The trio that helped pave the way for several influential R&B groups, The Deep River Boys perform 43 hits from their vast repertoire like Too Who?; Down in the Glen; September Song; It’s No Sin; Too Young; and Ashes of Roses, plus That Lucky Old Sun and I Won’t Cry. Pub. at $17.95

Item #5908434 $21.95

CD WEST COAST DOWN HOME BLUES
Head out West for 25 vintage tracks that exemplify the impact of the blues sounds on California. Includes numbers by Sonny Boy Johnson, Black Diamond, John Hogg, Slim Green, Smokey Hogg, Mercy Dee, James Tisdan, Ernest McClay, and many others. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95

Item #5908302 $9.95

CD GOING HOME: The Road to Soul Experience the awakening of southern soul with over 60 essential recordings, featuring unforgettable entries by Otis Redding, Isaac Hayes, David Porter, Willie Mitchell, Joe Jackson, Freddie North, and several other mainstays of the southern genre’s infancy. Two CDs. Jasmine Records. Pub. at $15.95

Item #675165 $15.95

CD DUKE ROBILLARD AND HIS DAMES OF RHYTHM
The blues guitarist performs with Sunny Crownover, Kelley Hunt, Elizabeth McGovern, Maria Muldaur, Madeleine Peyroux, and Catherine Russell across 15 tracks and more. M.C. Records. Pub. at $14.99

Item #5911685 $11.95

CD JIMMY HOLIDAY: How Can I Forget?
Holiday’s classic soul album of 12 tracks, including the original version of How Can I Forget, as well as Faded; Too Young; Leaving Me; I Got A Woman; Allison; I Lied; I Bowed Out; One More Thing; Hollywood; and Oh Man River. Pub. at $11.95

Item #5908582 $21.95

CD AN INTRODUCTION TO JOHNNY COPELAND
Featuring greatest hits, unreleased rarities, 24-bit remastering and new liner notes, these 16 tracks are a perfect primer for blues guitar giant. Includes Down on Bending Knees; Please Let Me Know; Hear What I Said; Late Hours; I Need More Time; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

Item #5990785 $5.95

CD JAZZ GILLUM: Take One More Chance with Me
Collects 23 tracks of Chicago blues recorded between 1936 and 1949, featuring the vocals and harmonica of Jazz Gillum, and support from fellow Chicago stars like Big Bill Broonzy and Washboard Sam. Includes Don’t

Item #5934842 $4.95

CD THE TOMMY RIDGLEY COLLECTION 1949-61
Tommy Ridgeley stands out as one of the biggest names in New Orleans R&B during the 1950s. Covering the first two decades of his recording career, this two-CD set charts his progression from late-40s blues through R&B to the heyday of rock ‘n’ roll, revealing why he earned the nickname “King of Stroll.” Fifty-two tracks. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

Item #5925010 $4.95

CD DINAH WASHINGTON: I Know How to Do It
One of the most influential singers of the post-war era performs in 20 R&B tracks, recorded between 1943 and 1949. Featuring such renowned musicians as Lionel Hampton, Joe Morris, and Lucky Thompson, the songs include Sally Papa Blues; Blow Top Blues; Rich Mama Blues; Joy Juice; Good Daddy Blues; How Deep Is the Ocean; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

Item #5889960 $4.95

CD BUCCA WHITE: The Panama Limited
The essence of the blues, captured in 18 glorious tracks! Bucka White brings his larger-than-life persona to these blues-guitar classics. Blues; Bucka’s Jitterbug Swing; Special Streamline; High Fever Blues; District Attorney Blues; Fixin’ to

Item #5909562 $4.95

CD HOME BLUES
A lovingly remastered collection of 25 vintage tracks that exemplify the impact of the blues sounds on California. Includes numbers by Sonny Boy Johnson, Black Diamond, John Hogg, Slim Green, Smokey Hogg, Mercy Dee, James Tisdan, Ernest McClay, and many others. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95

Item #5908302 $9.95

CD WEST COAST DOWN HOME BLUES
Head out West for 25 vintage tracks that exemplify the impact of the blues sounds on California. Includes numbers by Sonny Boy Johnson, Black Diamond, John Hogg, Slim Green, Smokey Hogg, Mercy Dee, James Tisdan, Ernest McClay, and many others. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95

Item #5908302 $9.95

CD GOING HOME: The Road to Soul Experience the awakening of southern soul with over 60 essential recordings, featuring unforgettable entries by Otis Redding, Isaac Hayes, David Porter, Willie Mitchell, Joe Jackson, Freddie North, and several other mainstays of the southern genre’s infancy. Two CDs. Jasmine Records. Pub. at $15.95

Item #675165 $15.95

CD DUKE ROBILLARD AND HIS DAMES OF RHYTHM
The blues guitarist performs with Sunny Crownover, Kelley Hunt, Elizabeth McGovern, Maria Muldaur, Madeleine Peyroux, and Catherine Russell across 15 tracks and more. M.C. Records. Pub. at $14.99

Item #5911685 $11.95

CD JIMMY HOLIDAY: How Can I Forget?
Holiday’s classic soul album of 12 tracks, including the original version of How Can I Forget, as well as Faded; Too Young; Leaving Me; I Got A Woman; Allison; I Lied; I Bowed Out; One More Thing; Hollywood; and Oh Man River. Pub. at $11.95

Item #5908582 $21.95

CD AN INTRODUCTION TO JOHNNY COPELAND
Featuring greatest hits, unreleased rarities, 24-bit remastering and new liner notes, these 16 tracks are a perfect primer for blues guitar giant. Includes Down on Bending Knees; Please Let Me Know; Hear What I Said; Late Hours; I Need More Time; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

Item #5990785 $5.95

CD JAZZ GILLUM: Take One More Chance with Me
Collects 23 tracks of Chicago blues recorded between 1936 and 1949, featuring the vocals and harmonica of Jazz Gillum, and support from fellow Chicago stars like Big Bill Broonzy and Washboard Sam. Includes Don’t

Item #5934842 $4.95

CD THE TOMMY RIDGLEY COLLECTION 1949-61
Tommy Ridgeley stands out as one of the biggest names in New Orleans R&B during the 1950s. Covering the first two decades of his recording career, this two-CD set charts his progression from late-40s blues through R&B to the heyday of rock ‘n’ roll, revealing why he earned the nickname “King of Stroll.” Fifty-two tracks. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

Item #5925010 $4.95

CD DINAH WASHINGTON: I Know How to Do It
One of the most influential singers of the post-war era performs in 20 R&B tracks, recorded between 1943 and 1949. Featuring such renowned musicians as Lionel Hampton, Joe Morris, and Lucky Thompson, the songs include Sally Papa Blues; Blow Top Blues; Rich Mama Blues; Joy Juice; Good Daddy Blues; How Deep Is the Ocean; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

Item #5889960 $4.95

CD BUCCA WHITE: The Panama Limited
The essence of the blues, captured in 18 glorious tracks! Bucka White brings his larger-than-life persona to these blues-guitar classics. Blues; Bucka’s Jitterbug Swing; Special Streamline; High Fever Blues; District Attorney Blues; Fixin’ to
**Blues - R&B - Reggae**

**CD BIG MAYBELLE: The Complete King, Okeh & Savoy Releases, 1947-61** One of the many powerful female R&B singers to light up the post-war scene, Big Maybelle Smith's unique imprint is felt in this 53-track set. It collects 14 prolific years of A and B sides recorded for the King, Okeh and Savoy labels, including Top-10 hits like "Gablun' Man; Way Back Home; and My Country Man." Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 Item #5779972 $12.95

**CD ROY BROWN: Good Rockin’ Tonight Live in San Francisco** Brown joins Mark Naftalin on piano and Ron Thompson on guitar— with a guest appearance by Pee Wee Crayton—for this live concert, likely recorded in 1979. Seven tracks include Hard Luck Blues (Traveling Blues); Let the Four Winds Blow; Love for Sale; Boogie Woogie Blues; Good Rocking Tonight; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95 Item #5924960 $4.95

**CD BUDDY JOHNSON JUKEBOX HITS 1940-1951** Bandleader Buddy Johnson performs with singer Elsa Johnson and her brother on a decade of great music. Pop some quarters in the jukebox for classics like "Peace Mr. Johnson; Baby Don’t You Cry; Walk Em’; I Still Love You; Lonely Teardrops and more." Fine Brown Frame; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 Item #5924723 $4.95

**CD MUDSY WATERS: Jukebox Hits 1948-1954** A name that’s synonymous with the root of rock ‘n’ roll, Mudsy Waters is featured on 20 classics, including "Feel Like Going Home; I Can’t Be Satisfied; Rollin’ Stone; Walkin’ Blues; Long Distance Call; Still a Fool; Mad Love; All Night Long; She’s So Pretty; Just Make Love To Me; and more." Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 Item #5908655 $4.95

**CD THE MIRACLES: Shop Around—The Early Years** Forty classic recordings by the roots of these vocal superstars, including well-loved hits like "Shop Around; Money (That’s What I Want); You’ve Really Got a Hold On Me; Who’s Lovin’ You; I’ve Got You Under My Skin; and many, many more. Delta Leisure Group. Item #6640257 $7.95

**CD LOWELL FULSON: Jukebox Blues 1946-1948** Eighteen treasured from an important period in Fulson’s career, including "Crying Blues; Miss Kate Let Me Be; I Want to See My Baby; Black Widow Spider Blues; Don’t Be So Evil; Mean Woman Blues; Tryin’ To and more." Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 Item #5908647 $6.95

**CD JACKIE WILSON: Reet Petite Collects 60 original recordings by the Detrola native nicknamed “Mr. Excitement.” One of the first early exponents of R&B and soul, Wilson performs "How It Feels; To Be Loved; You Better Know It; Come Back to Me; Only You; Only Me; Never Go Away; and more. Delta Leisure Group. Item #5908077 $6.95

**CD THE DIXON BROTHERS: How Can a Broke Man Be Happy?** Twenty-three tracks by the blues duo, including "Wee Wee Room Blues; Sales Tax on the Women; Intoxicated Rat; Greaseball Guitar; Spinning Room Blues; My Sunny Tennessee; Dark Eyes; Weaver’s Down with the Old Canoe; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 Item #5924774 $4.95

**CD LIL GREEN: Romance in the Dark** The unsung hero of 1940s blues presents 16 of her 21 tracks as a decade of great music. Pop some quarters in the jukebox for classics like "I Have But One Goal; My Girl in Sunny Life; The Girl I Left in Danville; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 Item #5907176 $4.95

**CD ROOTS OF ROCK** Enjoy the sounds that gave birth to the rock ‘n roll revolution with 26 tracks, including notable contributions by Blind Willie McTell, Kansas Joe & Memphis Minnie, Big Bill Broonzy, Bessie Smith, Blind Blake, Charley Patton, Sonny Boy Williamson, Skip James, Bukka White, and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95 Item #5908183 $9.95

**CD BLIND WILLIE McTELL & THE REGAL COUNTRY BLUES** One of the most innovative and influential down-home blues guitarists is revisited with these 19 recordings, including "Don’t Forget It; Good Little Thing; You Can’t Get Stuff No More; Savannah Mama; and more. Disc Two compiles 18 temporary blues sounds from Chicago contributions from Jimmy Rogers, New Orleans, featuring Memphis Minnie; Curly Weaver and others. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.95 Item #591731X $19.95

**CD CHICAGO URBAN BLUES 1923-1945** A critical period and place in the history of blues music is encapsulated in 25 tracks by an array of luminaries. Includes "Chicago Bound Blues by Ida Cox; Suicide Blues by Hesral Thomas; Down in the Alley by Bob Robinson & His Bob Cats; She Fooled Me by Big Maysell; and more." Two CDs. Delta Leisure Group. Item #5908612 $9.95

**CD JOHN HAMMOND: Live** The beloved bluesman brings his touch to 12 standards: "Hey Bo Diddley; I Wish You Would; Dust My Broom; Let Little Angel Can Tell; So Many Roads; Evil; Sunday Blues; Gamblers Blues; 44 Talking Blues; You Got Me Walkin’ and Talkin’; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95 Item #5909570 $11.95

**CD JOE MORRIS ORCHESTRA: Anytime, Anyplace, Anywhere** The orchestra of trumpeter Joe Morris was one of the most popular and successful R&B touring groups of the late ’40s. These 26 tracks, recorded between 1947 and 1951, include songs like "Fisty Mister Fly; Out of the Night; Joe’s Boogie; Wilma’s Idea; Mad Moogie; Boogie Woogie March; and more." Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 Item #5927672 $6.95

**CD DANCE TIME WITH PEPPY PRINCE** Twenty-six tracks comprise a selection of Peppe Prince’s recordings, both with his own line-ups as leader and with other artists. It’s a hugely entertaining trawl through the R&B, jazz and dance music of the times, capturing the spirit and style of pop culture in that era. $12.95

**CD THE OLD RUGGED CROSS: Country Gospel** Collects 28 gospel essentials tinged with that rustic country style. Includes "The Old Rugged Cross; Sons of the Pioneers; This Old World Is Rocking In Sin; By The Masters Family; I Have But One Goal" by Smith Brothers and Bill Lowery with the Gospel Singers; and more. Jasmine Records. Item #676536X $5.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6604870</td>
<td><strong>CD FEEL THE SPIRIT</strong>! In 1954, film bombshell Jane Russell embarked on an unexpectedly successful singing venture with three other female performers in the Hollywood Christian Group. Presented here are 21 of their gospel songs: Do Lord; Jacob’s Ladder; Give Me That Old Time Religion; The Valley, and more. Jasmine Records.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6646140</td>
<td><strong>CD BROTHER CECIL: I Want To Know Shaw</strong> and his gospel vocal group perform 18 heavenly tracks including I Know He’ll Answer; In Heaven I’ll Rest; I Want to Know; Move On; Jesus, Lend Me a Helping Hand; Untar Deeds; I Got Jesus in My Heart; Live My Life for Jesus; Jesus Be My Keeper; Pray on My Child; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6648457</td>
<td><strong>CD THE DEEP RIVER BOYS: The Early Years 1937-50</strong> Presents a broad selection of The Deeper River Boys’ recordings, and accompaniments with other well-known artists, all showcasing the group’s evolution through multiple genres. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5908388</td>
<td><strong>CD COOL YULE</strong> The holidays are in full swing with this collection of Christmas hits from legendary artists Louis Armstrong, Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, Bing Crosby, Dean Martin and more. They bring their immeasurable talents to Jingle Bells; Here Comes Santa Claus; Santa Baby; You’re All I Want for Christmas; and much more. Thirty tracks on 2 CDs. Universal Music.</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6646410</td>
<td><strong>CD THE BROTHERS FOUR: Merry Christmas</strong> The vocal group’s classic 1966 Christmas album gets re-issued and expanded with four bonus tracks. Includes God Rest Ye Merry, Gentlemen; Away in a Manger; O Holy Night; Silent Night; Twas the Night Before Christmas; and more, plus a medley. Sixteen tracks in all. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $13.99</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6684602</td>
<td><strong>CD ANDY WILLIAMS: The Complete Christmas Recordings</strong> Got in the mood for the holiday season with 42 classic recordings, some of them presented for the first time on CD! Includes all 12 tracks of The Andy Williams Christmas Album; all 12 of Merry Christmas, and all 13 of Christmas Present, plus a handful of bonus numbers. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $27.98</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5457098</td>
<td><strong>CD THE DUKE ELLINGTON ORCHESTRA: Take the Holiday Train</strong> Nine holiday tracks from one of the most recognizable names in jazz: It’s Beginning to Look A Lot Like Christmas; Stileigh Ride; White Christmas; Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; Winter Wonderland; I’ll Be Home for Christmas; Jingle Bells/Silver Bells Medley; The Christmas Song; and Auld Lang Syne. MVD Audio. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6700683</td>
<td><strong>CD SAMMY KAYE AND HIS ORCHESTRA: I Want to Wish You a Merry Christmas</strong> Kaye brings his swing and sway* stylings to 13 charming big band interpretations of holiday standards. The title track joins Winter Wonderland; Rudolph, the Red-Nosed Reindeer, Santa, Santa, Santa Claus; White Christmas; All Around the Christmas Tree; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6684831</td>
<td><strong>CD SAMMY KAYE AND HIS ORCHESTRA: I Wish to Wish You a Merry Christmas</strong> Kaye brings his swing and sway* stylings to 13 charming big band interpretations of holiday standards. The title track joins Winter Wonderland; Rudolph, the Red-Nosed Reindeer, Santa, Santa, Santa Claus; White Christmas; All Around the Christmas Tree; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6684564</td>
<td><strong>CD THE DAVID ROSE CHRISTMAS ALBUM</strong> One of America’s favorite conductors presents a breathtaking orchestral program of the world’s most beloved Christmas melodies in this classic 1968 album. Eleven tracks include Carol of the Bells; The Little Drummer Boy; The Twelve Days of Christmas; Waltz; Toyland; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.98</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6684155</td>
<td><strong>DVD NEW YEAR’S CELEBRATION</strong> Widescreen. Ring in the New Year with a fireworks extravaganza—from the comfort of your living room! Shot in high definition, this fireworks display program will make your spirit soar with music, sights and sounds that celebrate the coming of a new year. 60 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $9.95</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5805392</td>
<td><strong>CD ROBERT GOULET: The Complete Columbia Christmas Recordings</strong> The holidays are made even brighter with these complete Christmas albums from the iconic vocalist. Includes all 12 tracks of This Christmas I Spend With You and all 12 of Robert Goulet’s Wonderful World of Christmas, plus five bonus tracks, including three duets with Carol Lawrence. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.98</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6605133</td>
<td><strong>CD JANE POWELL: I Think of You</strong> From one of Hollywood’s best-loved sopranos a magical selection of early recordings. The first 16 offer her take on Lover, Come Back to Me; Ave Maria; and Over the Rainbow, and the next nine extract her musical numbers in films like A Date with Judy and Small Town Girl. Flare Records.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6605494</td>
<td><strong>CD ME AND JULIET</strong> Thirteen tracks comprise the original cast recording of the musical starring Isabel Bigley, Bill Hayes, Joan McCracken, and Mark Dawson. Then, enjoy 11 more classics from the Rodgers and Hammerstein Songbook, including It Might As Well Be Spring as performed by Away as performed by Florence Henderson. Flare Records.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5854334</td>
<td><strong>CD ASPECTS OF LOVE &amp; PHANTOM OF THE OPERA Assemblies</strong> excerpts from two of Andrew Lloyd Webber’s most beloved musicals, featuring performances from Paul Jones, Fiona Hendley, Stephanie Lawrence, and others. Includes memorable numbers like The Music of the Night; Think of Me; Love Changes Everything; Journey of a Lifetime, and more. Acrobat.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5924685</td>
<td><strong>CD ROSE MARIE</strong> Julie Andrews and Giorgio Tozzi perform selections from the lighthearted musical classic, including Rose Marie; Hard-Boiled Herman; The Mounds; La Jem; Indian Love Call; Pretty Things; Why Shouldn’t We; Minuet of the Minute; Door of My Dreams; The Mounds; and more. Twenty-five tracks. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5805392</td>
<td><strong>CD HIGHLIGHTS FROM LES MISERABLES</strong> Thirteen of the most unforgettable numbers from the musical epic, from I Dreamed a Dream to Master of the House to Stars, performed by Dave Willetts and Claire Moore. Also includes ten selected songs from another masterpiece, Miss Saigon, as performed by Carl Wayne and Kim Criswell. Delta Leisure Group.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*Please note that prices are subject to change and availability.*
Musicals - Hollywood - Broadway

**CD CABARET** Assembles 13 musical numbers from one of the most daringly modern of Broadway shows, performed by Toyah Wilcox and Nigel Planer. Tracks include Overture, Sitting Pretty; Mein Herr; Wo Ladies; Money Money; Tomorrow Belongs to Me; Cabaret; Don’t Tell Mama; If Acróbait.

Item #5934710 $4.95

**CD THE CLIFF ADAMS SINGERS ON BROADWAY** The Cliff Adams Singers adapt exquisite arrangements representing some of Broadway’s most beloved melodies. Twenty tracks include their renditions of Put On a Happy Face; The Surrey with the Fringe on Top; Oh What a Beautiful Morning; My Favorite Things: Sunrise Sunset; and more: Acróbait.

Item #592300X $4.95

**CD MARIO NASCIMBENI: Alexander the Great** Complete on 12 tracks, the beautiful score of Alexander the Great by Italian composer Mário Nascimento. Includes Philip’s Return to Pella; Olymipia’s Party and the Burning of Alexandropolis; Alexander and Eurydice; The Battle of Ceronea; Alexander Meets Barseis; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99

Item #5941087 $11.95

**CD PINOCCHIO** Collects 14 tracks from the NBC Television musical spectacular starring Mickey Rooney and Fran Allison, joined by 14 bonus tracks featuring Rooney and Fran singing solo in Yankee Doodle Boy; Give My Regards to Broadway; Manhattan; Peter Cotton Tail; All in the Golden Afternoon; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

Item #565941 $4.95

**CD MITZY GAYNOR SINGS THE LYRICS OF IRA GERSHWIN** What happens when you bring together a talented musical star and a legendary lyricist? One CD packed with 14 mesmerizing performances! Gaynor interprets 14 songs like Soon; Spring Again; Here’s What I’m Here For; Island in the West Ind; William Chapman. The show’s biggest numbers are here, including A Thousand and One Nights; Hall of the Sultan; and The Hero of All My Dreams. Fifty-five tracks on 2 CDs. Not Now Suisse Romande performs the rare audio recordings, drawn from the original 1940 production; a 1950 adaptation for children featuring Boris Karloff and Jean Arthur; songs from the 1950 Broadway production, and an assortment of Pan classics as recorded by Marcia Henderson, Doris Day, The Sandpipers Singers and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

Item #6635342 $5.95

**CD RAYMOND SCOTT: The Rock ‘n Roll Symphony** On CD for the first time, this rare orchestral album from 1958 features the legendary Hollywood composer conducting 24 iconic songs, some of them in multiple performances: How High the Moon; Orchid in the Moonlight; Eurydice; The Battle of Cheronea; Alexandreopolis; Alexander and Olympia’s Party and the Burning of Alexandropolis; Alexander the Great; Philip’s Return to Pella; I Love My Girl; Put On a Happy Face; The Surrey with the Fringe on Top; Oh What a Beautiful Morning; My Favorite Things: Sunrise Sunset; and more. Acróbait.

Item #5935993 $6.95

**CD GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES: Original London Cast** Fifteen tracks from the 1962 production of this glittering musical gem, plus four bonus tracks, with alternate versions: A case of Net; April, John; Dina; Bryan; Donald Stewart and others performs numbers like Bye Baby; A Little Girl from Little Rock; Sunshine; Diamonds are a Girl’s Best Friend; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

Item #5953995 $9.95

**CD DON COSTA: The Theme From the Unforgiven/Hollywood Premiere!** Don Costa and His Orchestra interpret classic movie themes. In the Case of Net; April, John; Dina; Bryan; Donald Stewart and others performs numbers like Bye Baby; A Little Girl from Little Rock; Sunshine; Diamonds are a Girl’s Best Friend; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

Item #5950017 $9.95

**CD JULIE WILSON FROM LONDON...WITH FRIENDS** Wilson joins fellow vocal greats to perform classic numbers from musicals Guys and Dolls; Kiss Me, Kate; and Bell Your Life. Includes favorites like Sit Down You’re Rocking the Boat; Wunderbar; Brush Up Your Shakespeare; In Love; Being in Love; and more. Twenty-three tracks. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

Item #5620992 $5.95

**CD MARY MARTIN: Cinderella/Three to Make Music** One magnificent CD assembles the show tunes of multiple productions, all boasting the talents of Mary Martin. The first six tracks come from Rodgers and Hammerstein’s masterpiece, Cinderella. The next eight are drawn from Three to Make Music, starring Ethel Merman and others; and That Certain Feeling, plus two bonus tracks. Flare Records.

Item #5854995 $4.95

**CD NOEL COWARD: The Revue and War Years 1928-1952** Playwright, songwriter, actor, singer, director, and cabaret artist—Noel Coward was a jack of all trades, and this set reveals why. Drawn from over 20 years, 73 sides capture four phases of his historic career: Early Days; Established Star; London Pride; and A Changing World. Includes many of Coward’s most beloved ballads, musical numbers, medleys and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

Item #5943206 $21.95

**CD INSIDE U.S.A./THE BAND WAGON** Featuring the voices of Beatrice Lillie and Jack Haley, members of the original Broadway cast, 14 tracks. A comprise the best of Inside U.S.A., including the hit ballad Haunted Heart. Then, ten more tracks are drawn from the musical revue The Band Wagon, featuring Fred Astaire, George Britton, Nanette Fabray and others. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

Item #5900417 $6.95

**CD APRIL LOVE** Drawn from the soundtrack from the musical movie starring Pat Boone and Shirley Jones, here are 16 unforgettable heartwarming numbers. The joy continues with seven tracks from the Tanny and the Elves—sounding tracks featuring Debbie Reynolds and The Ames Brothers, plus four more bonus tracks by Reynolds. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

Item #5900220 $6.95

**CD IN THE BROADWAY MOOD!** Bring the glitz and glamour of musical theater into your home with 16 show tunes, adapted as lovely background music. Includes beloved Broadway treasures like Everything’s Coming Up Roses; Put on a Happy Face; Tonight I’ve Never Been in Love Before; Dancing on the Ceiling; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $11.99

Item #5708214 $5.95

**CD ARABIAN NIGHTS** The original cast recording of the musical extravaganza, starring Helena Scott, Ralph Herbert, Hope Horrocks and More. The show’s biggest numbers are here, including A Thousand and One Nights; Hall of the Sultan; and Hero of All My Dreams. Added 8 bonus tracks offer renditions of the show’s tunes by Guy Lombardo and his Royal Canadians. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

Item #5805341 $9.95

Classical - Opera

**CD THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA: Concert Masterpieces** One of the most renowned orchestras on Earth interpret 12 of the most recognizable compositions in classical music: Water Music; Morning from Peer Gynt; Espa na; Revue and War Years; A Musical Love Story; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $16.95

Item #6705812 $9.95

**CD SILENT NIGHTS: Treasury of Christmas Traditions** Thirteen tracks offer beloved classical compositions from the holidays, as performed by The National Philharmonic Orchestra (Charles Gerhardt conducting); The RCA Symphony Orchestra (Eric Serafin conducting); Richard Benson & His Orchestra and others. TIME LIFE.

Item #6705812 $3.95

**CD TCHAIKOVSKY: The Sleeping Beauty Conducted by Ernest Ansermet, L’Orchestre de la Suisse Romande performs the prologue and all three acts of one of Pyotr Ilitch Tchaikovsky’s most celebrated ballet compositions. Fifty-five tracks on 2 CDs. Not Now Music.

Item #6635342 $5.95
**Classical - Opera**

**CD PIERRE MONTEUX CONDUCTS TCHAIKOVSKY: Romeo and Juliet**

Pierre Monteux conducts the London Symphony in this Tchaikovsky program: Romeo and Juliet Piano Concerto in B Flat Minor, Op. 23; and Symphonies Nos. 5 in E Minor, Op. 64. On the other side of each disc is a DVD with the entire program in Surround Sound and Stereo, plus extras. John Ogdon at the piano. Two dual discs. Silverline.

Item #6832164

Price: $4.95

**CD GUSTAV MAHLER: Symphony No. 8**

Maurice Abravanel conducts the Utah Symphony Orchestra through Gustav Mahler’s Symphony No. 8, Trauermarsch; In Memoriam Schr.ct; Streng; Wie en Kondukt; Surnisch Bewiht; Mir Groesser Vehemenz; Scheizo; Kratig; Nicht zu Schnell; Adagietto; Sehr Langsam; and the Vienna State Opera Chorus in this 1953 studio recording. Silverline.

Item #6831974

Price: $4.95

**CD NATHAN MILSTEIN**

Four CDs bring together captivating performances from the remarkably long career of this celebrated 20th-century violinist. Backed by the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, New York Philharmonic Orchestra and more, he interprets pieces by Mozart, Beethoven, Kreisler, Gluck, Brahms, Glazunov, Sarasate, and others. Membran.

Item #6632006

Price: $4.95

**CD J.S. BACH: Orchestral Suites**

Ludwig Guttler conducts the Vocal Sonorion in four Bach suites: Suite in C BWV1066; Suite in B minor BWV1067; Suite in D BWV1068; and Suite in D BWV1069. Performers include Andreas Lorenz (oboe), Roland Strauer (violin), Gunter Karon (cello), and others.

Item #661681X

Price: $7.95

**CD VERDI: Il Trovatore**


Item #6966268

Price: $6.95

**CD Puccini: La Fanciulla Del West**

This CD set presents the complete 1958 production of Puccini’s opera La Fanciulla Del West. This opera sung in German and conducted by Alfredo Alagna, was performed at the Vienna State Opera and by Paul Schoeffler. Puccini’s appeal for the American Wild West, with its open wide plains and feisty settlers is evident in this beloved opera. Archiv.

Item #289341X

Price: $5.95

**CD MOZART: Eine Kleine Nachtmusik**

Bruno Walter conducts the Columbia Symphony Orchestra in two CDs of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart symphonies: Symphony No. 25 in G major, K.189; Symphony No. 35 in D major, K.385; “Haffner”; Symphony No. 38 in D major, K.504; “Prague”; Symphony No. 40 in G minor, K.550; and more. Not Now Music.

Item #635245

Price: $5.95

**CD BRAHMS: Symphony No. 4**

Sergiu Comissiona conducts the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra through Brahms’ Symphony No. 4 in E Minor, Op. 64 in four movements: Andante Sostenuto, Moderato con Animma; Andantino in Modo di Canonze; Pizzicato Ostinato; and Allegro con Fuoco. Wide screen.

Item #6966365

Price: $9.95

**CD BEETHOVEN & SCHUMANN: Violin Concertos**

Luca Fanfoni on violin and Anna Fortuna on piano present Beethoven’s Violin Concerto Op. 61 and Schumann’s Violin Concerto Op. 54. Also included are Beethoven’s Rondo in G Major, Op. 93; and Schumann’s Concerto in A Minor. Membran.

Item #6950024

Price: $7.95

**CD CASTELNUOVO-TEDESCO: Piano Music**


Item #6950183

Price: $5.95

**CD TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 4**

Sergiu Comissiona conducts the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra through Tchaikovsky’s Symphony No. 4 in F Minor, Op. 64 in four movements: Andante Sostenuto, Moderato con Animma; Andantino in Modo di Canzone; Pizzicato Ostinato; and Allegro con Fuoco. Wide screen.

Item #6832172

Price: $4.95

**DVD LEGATO: The World of the Piano**

Highlighting a recent renaissance in piano, this program collects some of today’s most fascinating musicians, showcasing their individual approaches, their fresh ideas, and their music. Includes performances of pieces by Couperin, Rameau, Saisla, Chopin, Albeniz, and others. 105 minutes, EuroArts.

Item #6632596

Price: $7.95

**CD MOZART: The Marriage of Figaro**

Carlo Maria Giulini conducts the Philharmonia Orchestra and Choir in Mozart’s renowned opera masterpiece, starring Giuseppe Taddeo as Figaro, Anna Moffo as Susanna, Eberhard Wachter as Count Almaviva, and Elisabeth Schwarzkopf as Countess Almaviva. Over 50 tracks on three CDs. Not Now Music.

Item #6632621

Price: $7.95

**CD ROMANTIC BALLETs**

Great 20th-century choreographers draw on diverse musical sources in this luminous collection: Sir Frederick Ashton appropriates Mendelssohn’s incidental music for A Midsummer Night’s Dream; John Cranko, abetted by Sir Charles Mackerras, cherry-picks from the early operas of Gluck; and the music of Verdi; and more. Two CDs. EMI Records Limited.

Item #6745903

Price: $4.95
**CD JEAN SIBELIUS: Symphonies Nos.1 & 4**

Maurice Abravanel conducts the Utah Symphony Orchestra in Jean Sibelius’s Symphony No. 1 in E Minor, Op. 38 and Symphony No. 4 in A Minor, Op. 63. On the back of this DualDisc CD is a DVD. Silverline.

Item #6832016

**DVD HENZE: L’Uppupa Widescreen.** Directed for the stage by Dieter Donn, Henze’s opera L’Uppupa and der Triumph der Sonnenliebe is interpreted by the Wiener Philharmoniker (Markus Stenz conducting), starring John Mark Ainsley as Der Damon; Hanna Schwarz as Malika; Gunterissenwart as Dliba; and others, 143 minutes. ARTE.

Item #6552786

**CD RELAXING CLASSICS Presents 38 classical tracks from the greatest composers of all time, including masterworks by Debussy, Mozart, Beethoven, Haydn, Bizet, J.S. Bach, Faure, Mendelssohn, Pachelbel, and others. Three CDs. Somerset.**

Item #7526808

$7.95

**CD ADAGIOS The Royal Philharmonic, the Rotterdam Young Philharmonic, the Netherlands Philharmonic and others join individual performers like Misha Golenstein, Paolo Gianoncelli, and Oskar Michaeltl to perform relaxing adagios by beloved composers like Dvorak, Brahms, Beethoven, Chopin, Grieg, and Mozart. Nineteen tracks on 2 CDs. Brilliant Classics.**

Item #6569765

**CD MICHAEL MURRAY: Bach/ Los Angeles Playing the organs at First Congregational Church, Los Angeles, Michael Murray interprets four evocative Bach compositions. Toccata and Fugue in D Minor, BWV 565; Concerto No. 2 in A Minor, BWV 561; Prelude and Fugue in D Minor, BWV 554; and Prelude and Fugue in D Major, BWV 531. Telarc.**

Item #5901049

$3.95

**CD BERLIOZ: Symphonie Fantastique.** Presents the Symphonie fantastique, Op. 14 in three movements: Dream, Passions; A Ball; Scene in the Country; March to the Scaffold; and Dreams of the Witches’ Sabbath. Also includes the Love Scene from Romeo and Juliet. Featuring the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, Paavo Jarvi conducting, Telarc.

Item #9001778

$3.95

---

**CD TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 6**

Great romantic emotion coupled with vigorous temperament was the trademark of composition legend Herbert von Karajan. His romantic spirituality is dramatically captured on this last symphony and the thrilling Swan Lake suite. Both presented here, are perfect examples of his approach. EMI Records Limited.

Item #6749589

**CD NIU NIU: Liszt Transcriptions**

60m in 1997, Niu Niu has been thrilling audiences with his astonishing command of the Romantic piano repertoire since he was just nine years old. Here he presents an enterprise selection of transcriptions by one of the most influential musicians of the 19th century, Franz Liszt. Warner Music Group.

Item #6749586

$7.95

**CD FRENCH ORCHESTRAL MINATURES, VOL. 2**


Item #6597251

$3.95

**CD TCHAIKOVSKY/BARTOK: Violin Concertos**

Valeriy Sokolov is on violin, joining David Zinman’s Tonhalle-Orchester Zurich in two concertos: Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky’s Violin Concerto Op.35 and Bela Bartok’s Violin Concerto No.2 Sz. 172. EMI Records Limited.

Item #6749562

$3.95

**CD SIR THOMAS BEECHAM: Masterclass**

In recordings from the 1930s to the 1950s, Beecham conducts the London Philharmonic Orchestra, the RCA Victor Orchestra, the Columbia Symphony Orchestra and many other renowned ensembles in performances of operatic and Berlioz, Schubert, Puccini, Bizet, Mozart and others. Three CDs. Delta Leisure Group.

Item #6640354

$2.95

---

**CD ROBERTO ALAGNA: Grandes Ares d’Opera**

Antonio Pappano, Richard Armstrong, and Michel Plasson lead a number of orchestras to back renowned tenor Roberto Alagna for 16 tracks. He performs pieces from Puccini’s Tosca and La Boheme; verdi’s Le Trouverre; Donizetti’s Lucia de Lammermoor; and much more. EMI Records Limited.

Item #6745881

$3.95

**CD MUSIC OF TAKEMITSU**

Rudolf Werthen conducts the Orchestra of Flanders in 12 tracks of Takemitsu compositions, including music for the films Black Rain and Jose Torres, as well as the pieces Nostalgia; A Way a Lune II; Entre-temps; and Toward the Sea II for strings, oboe, flute, and harp. Telarc.

Item #5932009

$3.95

**CD SCARLATTI BY HAYDEN**


Item #6745885

$3.95


Item #6639296

$3.95

**CD GEORGE GREELEY: The Most Beautiful Music of Hawaii/Piano Italiano**


Item #682118X

$3.95

---

**CD WILHELM BACKHAUS PLAYS BEETHOVEN Internationally recognized and celebrated as an outstanding authority for classical-romantic piano music, Wilhelm Backhaus is featured in a range of recordings from the 1950s and 1960s. Enjoy his take on Beethoven sonatas, variations, and complete concertos across 10 stunning CDs. Intense.**

Item #6771505

**CD BERG: Violin Concerto**

Performing featuring performances by Frank Peter Zimmermann (violin), Arleen Auger (soprano), Peter Donohoe (piano) and others, this two-CD set illuminates the ravishingly lyrical of Alban Berg’s compositions; Violin Concerto; Lulu-Suite; Piano Sonata Op.1; Sieben Frueh Lieder; and more. EMI Records Limited.

Item #674588X

$14.95

**CD HECTOR BERLIOZ Some of Berlioz’s greatest pieces are brought together in one collection, performed by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, the Grand Orchestre de Radio Paris, and the NBC Symphony Orchestra, with conductors Sir Alexander Gibson, Sir Charles Mackerras, Jean-Marc Waisman, and Arturo Toscanini. Includes overtures, symphonies, requiems and more. Four CDs. Membran.**

Item #6632629

$5.95

**CD ELEMENTS: Dance of the Deep**

Tchaikovsky’s masterpiece The Nutcracker sets the tempo for an underwater visual extravaganza with this CD and DVD combo. The CD includes 11 tracks from the cherished ballet, while the DVD joins those timeless themes with the stunning visuals of underwater wildlife. 50 minutes. BCI Eclipse.

Item #5967910

$2.95

**DVD BERLIOZ--THE STORY OF THE SYMPHONY: Sounds Magnificent In Paris, on September 20, 1837, the composer Hector Berlioz fell madly in love with an Irish actress, Harriet Smithson. The intensity of his infatuation became inextricably tangled with a symphony he was to compose, a composition that broke new ground with the lavish virtuosity of its orchestration. Here Previn and The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra perform the piece. 86 minutes. Image Entertainment.**

Item #4542843

$7.95
**CD PHILIPPE JAROUSSKY:**

Porpora Arias
Andrea Marcon conducts the Venice Baroque Orchestra with special guest Cecilia Bartoli to back Philippe Jaroussky in performances of 11 Nicola Porpora arias, drawn from Arianna e Teseo; Semiramide; Polifemo; Mitridate; Orfeo; and more. Warner Music Group.

Item #6745768  $2.95

**DVD LEAVING HOME, VOLUME 5:**

Orchestral Music in the 20th Century
Fullscreen. In this episode of the BAFTA-winning program, Sir Simon Rattle considers the music of a young American nation, considering genres like jazz and country, and influences like German Expressionism. Along the way, he conducts the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra in excerpts by Gershwin, Copland, Bernstein and more. 50 minutes. Arthaus Musik.

Item #6635385  $3.95

**CD JOHANNES BRAHMS: A Portrait**

The Boston Symphony Orchestra, the Wiener Philharmoniker, the Orchestre de Festival Lucerne, and others feature solo performers like Elisabeth Schwarzkopf and conductors like Serge Koussevitzky in four CDs of sweeping Brahms music: choral pieces, symphonies, concertos, sonatas and quartet compositions. Membran.

Item #661678X  $6.95

**CD ROBERT STOLZ**

Stolz conducts his own orchestra and the Berliner Symphoniker in a broad selection of classical masterworks. Disc One features pieces by J. Strauss Jr., Offenbach, Liszt, Martin, Schubert and more; Disc Two presents a large selection of Stolz's own pieces; Disc Three presents more J. Strauss Jr. compositions; and Disc Four blends J. Strauss Jr. with work by Stolz, Grofe, Kotscher, and others. Membran.

Item #6632718  $7.95

**CD MUSSORGSKY:**

Khovanshchina
Enjoy Mussorgsky’s “national music drama” in five acts, as performed by Dimitri Petkov (Prince Ivan Khovansky), Todor Kostov (Prince Andrey Khovansky), Nicola Ghiaurov (Donsley), Alexandrina Milcheva (Marfa), Lyubomir Bodourov (Prince Vasily Golitsin) and Stoyan Popov (Shakhlovsky). Backed by the Bulgarian National Choir and Sofia National Opera Orchestra. Three CDs. Brilliant Classics.

Item #6570038  $11.95